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Introduction
A. Statement of Purpose
B. Biographical Sketch
A. Statement of Purpose
Nothing could he more indicative of the
trend of the times than the works of our rep-
resentative contemporary writers. It would not
he intelligent to ignore the importance of the
literary fermentation we have experienced in the
last decade or two. The intimate relation bet-
ween literature and sociological conditions has
heen recognized hy many authors, all of whom
enthusiastically seek to express their impressions
of life through some new medium of self-expression.
In the early days of our country, it was necessary
to create and maintain an illusion of optimism for
the purpose of insuring progress. The efforts of
all the professions which influenced public opinion

especially writers and preachers, were devoted
to encouraging the people and inspiring them to
attain those ideals which Americans cherish so
much. Now that we have become established as
one of the greatest nations on earth, the energies
of our literal men are no longer needed to stimu-
late economic enterprizes and they are diverted
into more leisurely channels of contemplation of
people and scenes about them.
It may be a natural reaction that after years
of enforced cheerfulness, they should find relief in
a deluge of pessimism and bitter disillusionment,
and become introverts. In this case, we may regard
our present period as a transition, and it is safe
to say that the majority of our popular contemporary
writers may be quite obscure, if not entirely for-
gotten, fifty years from now.
It is my purpose to examine the works of an
outstanding modem American author, Sherwood Anderson,
and to show that he is a Romantic Naturalist. He
has tried to probe the minds and emotions of people
he observes, but his disposition makes it impossible

for him to avoid being carried away into the realm
of sentimental imaginings. I shall consider his
efforts from two different angles: first
,
the
tendencies toward Romantic Natural ism as demonstrated
in both material content and form of expression: and
second
,
JTrom the poin t of view of his naturalistic
morality^ an evaluation of the subje c t matte r of his
wri ting. Because of his inability to exclude his
personality from any of his writings, it is difficult
to differentiate between auto-biographical and non-
autobiograph!cal work.
The best we can do is to classify according to
his intention when it was written, a matter which is
also debatable. The fact that the text of his books
reveals so clearly the points I wish to make, has
induced me to include more than the usual number of
quoted passages. This method, I am sure, although
distasteful to the aesthetic taste of the author of
this thesis, because of the crudity of the subject
matter of Mr. Anderson's work, will prove enlightenin
to the reader.
The passages quoted are typical and could be
supplemented by countless others selected quite at

4random. In arranging them throughout the thesis,
I am aware that they may illustrate points other
than the ones under consideration, but I have used
the principle of not duplicating examples where
such examples could be Lised more than once as illus-
trations .
In designating Anderson as a Romantic Naturalist,
we should first recall certain other doctrines related
and opposed to Romanticism and Naturalism. In this way
we may elucidate and emphasize the meaning of the
phrase. Romantic Naturalism. Briefly, then it will
be clarifying to define Classical Classicism, Neo-
Classical Classicism, Naturalistic Romanticism,
Idealistic Romanticism, Objective Scientific Realism,
Subjective Naturalistic Realism; and finally, to
define what is meant in this thesis as "Romantic
Naturalism.
"

B Biographical Sketch
In order to understand Sherwood Anderson fully,
we must know something of his background. He was
born in the little town of Camden, Ohio, September
13, 1876, the third of a family of five boys and two
girls. The boys are living; the two girls, dead.
The family was a drifting gypsy kind of tribe whose
ancestry is somewhat uncertain. Irwin Anderson, the
father, was the son of some broken Southern family,
probably Scotch-Irish in origin; Emma Smith Anderson,
the mother, slender, dark, handsome, was said to be
half Italian. Sherwood Anderson describes his father
as n a lovable improvident fellow, inclined to stretch
the truth in statement. . . .colorful, no account,
who should have been a novelist himself." A great
talker and story-teller, he was popularly known as
"Ted," "the Major," "the Captain," and "the Colonel."
Sometimes he told stories of old Irish kings who were
his ancestors, sometimes of Italian Barons. To add a
touch of realism to the tales he constantly told, he
represented himself as coming from a slave-holding
family South Carolina, as being a mountain man of
..
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6North Carolina, as being whatever figure would most
enhance his narrative. His son has written many
yarns about him. He was a slender man with a black
mustache, fond of drinking, good food,, gaudy clothes,
and company. Debts often became so pressing, it was
necessary for the family to move from place to place.
No two of children were born in the same town.
Sherwood’s boyhood was spent in the village of
Clyde, Ohio, where he performed various odd jobs
common to a poor boy of the Middle West. His school-
ing was very irregular, for he went to work at the age
of twelve to help support the family. He drifted
about a great deal and loitered in barrooms, stores,
and livery stables, picking up funds of information
and bits of observation that stuck in his sensitive
mind. After his mother's death, when he was fourteen,
the family broke up rapidly and Sherwood wandered about
the Middle West as a laborer, a race-track follower,
tramp, and factory hand. It was his habit to jot down
his impressions of places and people, and for this pur-
pose he carried about quantities of paper and stubs of
pencils
.
He went to Chicago when he was about seventeen,
and drifted from job to job for four years. The
'.
7Spanish-American War seems to have been the turning
point in his life. It gave him the opportunity for
excitement, change, and adventure; so he enlisted
and served in Cuba. He says, “To my amazement, when
I returned to my home town to become a soldier, I was
greeted as a hero--one who had given up a lucrative
position in the city in order to fight for his country.
My natural shrewdness led me to take advantage of this
situation, and I enjoyed it thoroughly." He returned
to Ohio after the war, married, and settled down. The
urge to write found expression in doing advertising
copy, but this was very unsatisfactory to one of
Anderson’s temperament. He became, after a while, the
president of a paint manufacturing concern in Elyria,
Ohio, where he remained until about 1910. At this
time there came an important transition in his life.
In spite of the fact that Anderson was not recognized
as an author at this time, he left Elyria, abandoning
forever his family and business, and went to Chicago
to devote his entire attention to writing. Through the
medium of words, he attempted to counteract the dreari-
ness of his life by putting down on paper thoughts,
observations and imaginings. In his novel, “Many
,,
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8Marriages, " he describes a man whose sex impulses and
desires are stifled by his family and his business,
and who leaves both to seek a more satisfying life.
The book is obviously based on his own experiences in
Elyria. He has been writing and lecturing ever since.
In 1926, Anderson moved up from New Orleans,
where he had been living for two years, to a little
farming community in Virginia. He bought a few acres
with a couple of tumbled-down buildings on them and
settled down to the business of building himself a
home. A moderate income from his books would be suf-
ficient to see the thing through and enable him to
continue free from the necessity of forcing his living
from tasks outside his art.
Evidently the program was difficult to maintain,
for in 1927 Anderson purchased two country weeklies
at Marion, Virginia. Concerning this, he says:
"I run and edit these papers
personally. I am doing this to keep me
in closer touch with the people among
whom I live, and incidentally to make
part of my living outside my regular
writing.
11 All my life, until the last three
years, I have made my living at some-
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thing other than the writing of stories,
poems, and novels, I want freedom to do
my writings in my own way and at my lei-
sure , None of my books have ever brought
me enough money to allow me to live at my
ease. As for the papers, they are small-
town weeklies in a prosperous American
community,
"The man who lives entirely by his
writings is in too much danger of be-
coming a hack. Writing should be fun.
I have always had fun at it and am get-
ting back into the grind of life in this
way to keep the fun,'*
Such, briefly, is the story of an obviously unhappy
and mystified man whose distorted sense of values has
brought him only bitter disillusionment.
He is living at present in Trout Dale, Virginia.
, - .
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9Part I
Tendencies toward Romantic Naturalism in the
Works of Sherwood Anderson as
Demonstrated in both Material Content and
Form of Expression
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Classical Classicism
The word ''classicism" takes its derivation
from the Latin "classicus", relating to the classes
of the Roman people, and especially to the first
class; hence, it suggests first rank. This meaning
is carried over to standards in art and literature.
There was a period in ancient Greece and Rome when
the very hest literature, sciilpture, and other fine
arts were produced, and it is from this era that
the expression "classic" gets its meaning. Classicism
conforms to the style, and follows the models and
rules of ancient Greek and Roman literature and
art* Walter Pater said that the essentially
classical element is the quality of order in beauty*
Classicism appeals to the critical interest and
developed taste, and conforms to established form*
It embodies formal elegance, simplicity, dignity,
and correctness of style, and just and lucid
conception and order. Now, it should be observed
that the term Classicism is used of the style of
any work exhibiting the above named principles and
qualities* It is distinguished by the cultivation
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of formal beauty and the qualities of clearness,
symmetry, finish, and repose. In contrast to
Romanticism, it typifies, in the better sense,
pure taste, sobriety, and proportion, and in a
less favorable sense the restraints of academic
or conventional formality. Classicism is
represented by the social and ethical attitude
exemplified in the caution, ’’Nothing too much,”
or ’’Temperance in all things.” Matthew Arnold
said that its simple and attractive ideal is to
get rid of one’s ignorance, to see things as they
are, and by seeing them as they are to see them
in their beauty.
”Classicism always seeks a mean; Romanticism
an extremit?/. Repose satisfies the Classic;
adventure attracts the Romantic. One appeals to
tradition; the other demands the novel. On the
one side we may range the virtues and defects
which go with the notions of fitness, propriety,
measure, restraint, conservatism, authority, calm
experience, comeliness; on the other, those which
are suggested by excitment, energy, restlessness,
spirituality, curiosity, troublousness, progress.
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liberty, experiment, provocativeness* M ^
(1) Scott - James
,
The Making of Literature

Neo-Classical Classicism
Although classical Classicism emphasized nature
imitation, probability and decorum, and had the
faculty of an immediate insight into the universal,
neo-classical classicism particularly stressed
the reliability of outer authority rather than
immediate perception. This emphasis upon the
imitation of the external is the real distinction
between neo-Classicism and the old form of
Classicism. Instead of making the old forms their
own by assimilation, the neo-Classicis ts failed
in this, and the result was superficial formality.
The rigidity of this system was destructive to -all
originality of expression. Spontaneity, personality
and vigor were all sacrificed to the fussy, hard
and fast rules of the neo-Classicists . Their
writing was full of trite expressions, didacticism,
and lifeless, mechanical methods of explanation.
In Aristotle, there was no terse disagreement
as to the difference in meaning between judgment
and imagination. Ee stood for a more moderate
style of simple elegance than that pervading the
'•
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work of those who wanted to revive classicism. He
realized that illusion cannot be denied in the con-
ception of a higher reality.
The neo-classicists were not so broad-minded.
They became dogmatic and lost the insight which was
the essence of the true classicist. To the classicist
the high seriousness was not external, or in imitation
of set models, but came from within as an inspiration.
The pseudo-classicists ignored the substance of the
very doctrine they meant to revive, and stifled it
almost to extinction by their refusal to attempt any
comprehension of the more worthwhile and lasting
relationships beyond the world of visible realities.
With great self-confidence and irresponsibility,
they produced artificial, monotonous 'work, which
marked the decline of the lofty "form" of Classicism
to mediocre pseudo-classic formalism.
The greatest accomplishment of neo-Classical
Classicism was the instigation of the revolt made by
the Romanticists. If it had not been for the over-
bearing stuffiness and smugness of the formalism
of the Neo-Classicists, the reaction probably would
not have been so violent.
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Naturalistic Romanticism
Romanticism as a literary doctrine was a revolt
in opposition to the artificial formalistic restric-
tions of neo-Classicism. It was a rebellion against
rigid formality.
Rousseau’s doctrine of "back to nature" advo-
cated the elevation of man as a "feeling" creature
who needed the scenery of nature to evoke and satisfy
his changing moods. He felt that man’s customs,
clothes, and habits inhibited the free expression of
the individual personality, and that he needed closer
contact with the essential elemental things of nature.
His La Nouvell e Heloise
,
tries to illustrate
the artistic interest of domestic manners with a
style highly impassioned, revealing the soul of a
poet in its worship of nature and in its introspec-
tive indulgence in sad moods. Display of emotion,
and reflection of the author’s personality is dis-
tinctly a stamp of Romanticism.
There were evidences of Romanticism too, in
Lawrence Sterne. Goethe said that he v/as a free
spirit, and a model in nothing, but in everything an
;:* * jc . c i
*
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awakener and suggester. Sterne was an innovator.
One of his books was concerned with the Life and
Opinions of the hero. In it he poured out naturally
his own personality and idiocyncrasies . This pro-
cedure is directly opposed to the restraint of neo-
Classicism. The neo-classic style would not tolerate
the exhibition of the feelings of the heart, or mind,
or imagination. There would be no free revelation
of the author’s way of looking at life, or expression
of individual moral and intellectual opinions.
There was no provision in either Classicism
or neo-Classicism for the episodic type of writing,
like the De Coverly papers. MacKenzie’s book. The
Man of Feeling
,
was a step in the rise of Romanticism,
in which the characteristics of excitement and free
and natural expression of the "feelings" of the hero
were emphasized. The rationalism, formalism, and
conservatism of neo-Classicism would forbid such
liberality. Romanticism allows the expression of
contempt for the conventions of society entirely out
of keeping v/ith the proprieties of neo-Classicism.
Henry Brooke's Fool of Quality reflects Rous-
seau’s turbulent reaction to convention in his in-
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!
extinguishable hatred of oppression in high places,
his faith in the virtues of the poor and simple,
his burning desire to see human life ordered upon
a more natural basis. All this is opposed to neo-
Classicism.
The complacent and the conventional of Classi-
cism was disturbed during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries by writers who found it increasingly diffi-
cult to adhere to the exceedingly conventional manner
of writing. Horace and Aristotle had laid down cer-
tain principles common to all works of art. These
demanded that creative work should conform to the
formal laws of beauty, and that each individual part
should oe arranged in logical order, and that the
whole should attain a magnitude which would produce
a lasting effect upon the mind of the reader.
The men of the Neo-Classical age had also made
some rules of their own which they falsely attributed
to Aristotle. Regular and conventional patterns were
habitually used for all forms of written work, and
originality was regarded as distinctly poor taste.
The romantic revolution consisted in getting rid of
imitation and decorum, and reinterpreting the word
i
_
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"nature". This was necessary; for, to the neo-
classicist, nature and reason are synonymous; nature as
used in our modern sense, to them had to be methodized
to be considered beautiful. For the romanticist, na-
ture and reason are not the same. To him, the dominant
element in man is not reason, but imagination, or the
element of illusion. Even Voltaire who was largely
neo-classical in point of view said, "Illusion is the
queen of the human heart."
There evolved two different types of romanticism:
that of illusion and far-away flights of the imagina-
tion; and that of nature, which fostered individualism
and encouraged the spontaneous expression of impulse
and temperament. Both of these made a deliberate at-
tempt to uproot and supplant neo-classicism by trans-
porting fiction from the sphere of cultured restraint
to channels of free invention, and by substituting
mysterious and supernatural happenings for the world
of reason and experience.
Probably the further development of Romanticism
was to be expected in the late eighteenth and in the
nineteenth century in view of the scientific revolution
which was violently changing the life of men from one
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end of the civilized world to the other. There was a
social and intellectual change caused by the transfer-
ence of the population from the country to the towns.
The accumulation of new fortunes brought about a revo-
lution in class distinctions; the growth of science in-
duced a change of philosophic thought. The natural
outcome of radical development is stimulation of the
mind and imagination which involves, in fact instigates,
intellectual and spiritual changes.
A self-consciousness came into existence which neo-
classicism never knew. If it ever experienced social
and democratic impulses toward freedom, they were sup-
pressed and an untroubled, serene exterior was all that
the observer might behold.
While neo-classicism is distinguished by an ele-
ment of distinctive outward form and beauty of outward
appearance with formal and conventional attributes of
symmetry, balance, order, proportion, and reserve.
Romanticism tends to emphasize the spirit which lies
behind form, and expresses itself now in this, now in
that way as the spirit indicates.
By about 1798 this movement had become a conscious
reaction from neo-classical to medieval models in
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Germany, England, and France, Romanticism signifying
more especially the spirit of chivalry, adventure, and
wonder, the preoccupation with picturesque and sugges-
tive aspects of nature, and with the passionate in life.
The emphasis was more on passionate expressiveness than
on adherence to formality. Lessing in Germany may be
said to have begun the revolt from pseudo-classicism in
poetry.
The romantic writer demanded of life and art an
opportunity to get experience by finding thereby a more
extensive scope for the recognition and establishment
of his own individuality. He made everything subservi-
ent to the individual and his precious freedom. Accord-
ingly, Romanticism became known as a cry for release
from every kind of rule imposed by authoritative sa-
vants. Wordsworth’s search for self-expression led him
to discover the rare, exquisite delights of Nature;
Blake's desire to be free from all arbitration caused
him to look inward, and there he found strange, unex-
plored regions of the spirit. The German philosophers,
too, found in consciousness, a never-ending supply of
feelings which they chose to proclaim as spiritual vi-
sion. There is great satisfaction in finding justifi-
'-
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cation for one’s
a marked degree.
intuitions, and this fact accounts to
for the success of the movement called
nRomantic n
=
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Idealistic Romanticism
As we have said, there evolved two different
types of Romanticism, Naturalistic and Idealistic.
The naturalistic type we have already dealt with.
Idealistic Romanticism is the direct antithesis of
Objective Scientific Realism. In critical discussions,
it is differentiated from other theories by the
emphasis it lays upon Imagination as the faculty which
shapes and selects the expression of thought. By
imagination, it orders and arranges all the multipli-
city of detail in human life and nature, according to
the preconceived ideals of the writer. It expresses
moral and aesthetic ideals and emphasizes the subjective
type of beauty to an exaggerated degree.
Victor Hugo said that Romanticism was liberalism
in literature: a movement whollv in the direction of< «/
freedom.
Mr. Vaughan says, "The words ’Romantic’ and
’Romanticism 1 in the narrower and more usual sense,—
point to that love of vivid coloring and strongly
marked contrasts, that craving for the unfamiliar, the
marvelous, the supernatural. In the wider and less
..
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definite sense, (the words) may be used to signify that
revolt from the purely intellectual view of man's na-
ture, that recognition of the rights of the emotions,
the instincts, and the passions, that vague intimation
of sympathy between man and the world around him— in
one word, that sense of mystery which, with more or
less clearness of utterance, inspires all that is best."
(1)
Romanticism, then, embodied "individualism,"
imagination as contrasted with reason, subjectivity
—
"referring to the mood of the author, love of nature,
love of the picturesque, diversity in subject matter
(including nature and the humble) sentimental melan-
choly, reverence or idealization of the past, love of
solitude, revolt from the conventional and unemotional,
mysticism, freedom, interest in the strange or unusual,
and glorification of the humble. "(2)
As the opposite of Scientific Realism, Idealistic
Romanticism is subjectivity at its height. It manipu-
lates and elaborates upon fact with utter abandon and
^ Vaughan, The Romantic Revolt, p. 3
(2) Ibid
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license in order to exclude from the consideration
anything defective and out of harmony with the ideal.

Ill Realism
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Objective Scientific Realism
Realism is thought of in literary parlance as
opposed to Romanticism, taken as chiefly concerned
with literal fact. As a critical term.. Romanticism
generally denotes, according to Webster, the princi-
ples, characteristics, or spirit of the romantic move-
ment for reasserting the imagination and sentiment
against the restraint of neo-Classicism.
Objective Realism, in the modern sense, commonly
implies faithful adherence to truth of detail, even
when the truths and details are sordid and trivial.
Realism applies to representations of things that
are real, that actually exist. The existence must
be objective, not merely the expression of an idea.
It is understood that actual being is the opposite
of mere appearance. There is supposed to be no imagi-
nation, fiction, or pretense in objective scientific
realism. However, feelings and states of conscious
existence are considered to be realities. The ex-
planation of sensation is psychological, but none the
less real.
..
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Now, it is pre-supposed that objects of sense-
perception have their origin in higher powers and
realities; that life here is transitory, but real
while it lasts; that .the whole process of creation,
existence, and death is merely a casual process of
the Creative Reason. Science probes the casual
process to discover the synthesis of causes which
produce the things and qualities which our senses
perceive as realities.
Objective Scientific Realism makes very little
attempt, if any, at being either formal or artistic
in the neo-Classical or Classical senses or to cul-
tivate the spirit, imagination, or sentiments in the
Romantic sense. Its purpose is not to interpret or
to be opinionated. Rather, it endeavors to show
things as they actually are. The question is whether
this is possible, ultimately. The human mind is
incapable of being just a camera, but supposing the
similarity to be an acceptable one, it is easy to
see the distinction between Objective Realism and
Romanticism. Everyone recognizes the fact that a
portrait is more satisfying and more art stic than
a photograph.
.i 0<3
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The camera takes a mechanical, literal likeness of
a momentary expression on the face of the subject.
But is this a true representation of the subject?
Undoubtedly, no I The picture may have a quality of
expression, extremely unusual, that may never occur
again. Yet, this is supposed to be the true image.
The objective, scientific, realistic writer feels
that his graphic accuracy produces the truth, and
that this is supreme accomplishment. The fallacy
in this point of view is the difficulty confronted
in the effort to be really objective in expression.
Very few writers are purely realistic; there seems
to be ever-present some degree of Naturalism, or
Romanticism. Real life is changing from instant to
instant; it requires an artist to interpret and por-
tray the essence of the living image through a series
of moments. This is the truth. Life cannot be void
of individuality; therefore, realism must deal
chiefly with inanimate objects. However, the realist
attempts to present sensations and experience veri-
tably as suffered, in a mathematically precise, fac-
tual, punctilious manner.
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Objective Realism, in its absolute sense,
exists outside the mind; Romanticism cannot con-
ceive that anything exists external to the mind,
although it is possible for the mind to contemplate
external things. The realist is concerned with
passive mechanisms; the romanticist, with the active
interpretation of living things. The type of realist
I have just been discussing is entirely objective in
expression; the romanticist, ardently subjective.
The Romanticists felt confident that their doc-
trine, based upon inspiration, illumination, sug-
gestion, and ecstasy was the fulfillment of reason
in its most glorified mood. The ability which they
possessed was sup osed to be neither sense-perception
nor reason, but rather the aptitude for perceiveing
truth through the mind. It could be identified as
imagination, or vision, or intuition. They found
actuality not in tbJngs, as the Realists did, but
in the living world, in the souls and minds of men.
Imagination transfigured material thin 3 and the
v/hole world of nature. The guarantee of unalloyed
truth and the donviction of their own genius were
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vouched for by their overwhelming inner convictions.
Objective scientific realism does not select
subjects or details. There is no preconceived
notion to interfere with the presentation of the
facts. It is entirely impersonal, cold, and cal-
culating. The accuracy so fundamental to it, makes
for unavoidable offensiveness at times, for the
objective scientific realist is so preoccupied by
the minute details of his task, he has no thought
for its effect upon the reader. He feels obligated
to tell accurately and without any idealistic ten-
dency, the trivialities of the subject in hand.
..
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Subjective Naturalistic Realism
Briefly, naturalism in literature is the theory
that the subject should conform to nature. Webster’s
dictionary says that it is the quality, the rendering,
or expression of literature executed according to this
theory. Naturalism in this sense is known in a general
way as a kind of Realism. Substantially it should be
the same, but in certain respects there are distinc-
tions. Naturalistic realism is a descendent of
Naturalistic Romanticism. It is the same thing in-
verted. Naturalistic realism in literature is a
romanticizing of fact; representation without ideal-
ization; a romanticizing of nature and real life.
Naturalistic Realism is a consciously professed doctrine
of nineteenth and twentieth century critical discus ions,
supposedly out not actually opposed to Romanticism,
and like Romanticism is subjective and inclines toward
the sentimental and extravagant. As is evident: in
a favorable sense, realism denotes accuracy and
graphicalness in delineation; epreciatively
,
it denotes
excessive minuteness of detail and preoccupation with
trivial, sordid, or offensive and subjective subjects.
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Naturalistic realism is action, inclination, or though t
based on natual desires and instincts alone. Objective
realism in contrast to naturalistic realism lays special
stress on the analytic study of character, and on the
scientific and experimental nature of their observation
of life. Both objective realism and naturalistic realism
comprised the principles and characteristics professed
or at least represented by a 19th century school of
realistic writers, notably by Zola and de Maupassant,
who aimed to give a literal transcription of reality,
and laid special stress on the analytic study of charac-
ter, and on the scientific and experimental nature of
their observation of life, but who also as a result of
their failure to bring about scientific oojectivity
fell into naturalistic realism.
In philosophy, there is a doctrine of "natural
realism"; namely, that perception gives direct and in-
dubitable evidence of the independent existence of both
mind and matter. Possibly it is this perception and
thereby the quality of subjective reflection which
naturalistic realism has, that differentiates it from
Objective Realism.
t
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Romantic Naturalism
No doubt, the meaning of Romantic Naturalism has
already been deduced by the reader from the literary
doctrines thus far discussed. It should be recalled
that the definition of Naturalistic Realism gives the
theory that all action, inclination, and thought are
based on natural desires and instincts alone. One sees
the relation, as well as the contrast then, between
Romanticism and Naturalism; the relation consists in the
subjective reflection upon all matter common to both
doctrines; the contrast is found in the intensification
of the emphasis upon imagination and individuality in
Romanticism, as opposed to the milder tone of the re-
flection in Naturalism.
The truth of the matter is that Romantic Naturalism
is really an inversion of Naturalistic Realsim; there
is no difference between them. The supposed contrast is
dependent not upon the subject matter in hand, but upon
emphasis and the point of view of the individual who re-
gards it. An indenture in the earth's surface may be
either concave or convex, according to the angles from
which it is considered. No one v/ould insist that its
concavity precluded the possibility of its convexity,
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for these are simply two ways of looking at the same
thing. So it is with Romantic Naturalism and Naturalis-
tic Realism.
The latter is an element of the former. The ex-
pression of thought is presented in such a way as to
create an illusion of reality, and thereby, it satis-
fies and pleases.
The so-called Romanticist is an artist who con-
sciously or inadvertently keeps in mind at all times
the emotional appeal and the effect to be produced. He
desires to express his conceptions and endeavors to
transmit to others the feelings which he himself ex-
periences. If his medium of expression is words, he is
limited only by his own ability to produce the due ef-
fect. Sherwood Anderson wallows in the luxurious sense
of creative effort, but he fails to measure up effec-
tively in the estimation of his work as a whole because
he digresses into rambling, extensive discourse.
The increasing emphasis upon the emotions was
very apparent among writers as early as the second
half of the eighteenth century. Gruesome detail and
melancholy brooding, interest in the supernatural, and
mysterious occurrences were in great demand at that
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time. The public craved. sentiment and reality.
Many novelists gave in their work wealthy concatena-
tions of events clothed in irresistible emotional lan-
guage—a combination of Naturalism and Romanticism.
Romantic Naturalism is highly emotional Naturalism.
This Rousseauistic philosophy of life is destructive to
civilization. It is useless to try to erect on natu-
ralistic foundations a complete philosophy of life.
The excesses of Naturalism are deadly and it requires
discipline to fortress the personality against them.
Diderot was a chief source of the naturalistic
tendency and said everything in man is merely a matter
of experience.
In summing up, it may be repeated that Naturalism
exhibits knowledge of individual things, and that
Romanticism analyzes the emotional feelings toward
those things. Romantic Naturalism evidences character-
istics of both doctrines, with profound emphasis upon
the Romanticism. Of Sherwood Anderson, it may well be
said that here is an author who is entirely deluded in
his notions of "things as they are"; he has deceived
himself, not a few critics, and is capable of doing
actual damage in the minds of a certain gullible por-
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tion of the American reading public; confusion and un-
rest of mind are dangerous to the peace and happiness
of the individual and the world. This last considera-
tion is the most important one, and is the ultimate
thought in my denunciation of Sherwood Anderson.
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V Romantic Naturalism in the Works of Anderson
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Romantic Naturalism in the Works
of Sherwood Anderson
In an essay, "A Note on Realism, " (1) Anderson
reveals his own confusion as to the meaning of so-
called "realism." He cannot clearly differentiate
between the life of the imagination and life of
reality in fiction, and it is not surprising that
he finds this to be so; for, although the life of
reality is a separate entity, and may exist without
the Pagination, the converse is not true. The
imagination, is dependent upon reality for sustenance;
therefore, reality is the very food upon which
Romantic Naturalism lives. It could not exist other-
wise. Anderson voices this conception as follows:--
"There is something," he writes,
"very confusing to both readers and
writers about the notion of realism
in fiction. As generally understood
it is akin to what is called 'representa-
tion' in painting. The fact is before
you and you put it down adding a high
spot here and there to be sure. No man
can quite make himself a camera. Even
the most realistic worker pays some tribute
to what is called 'art'. Where does
representation end and art begin?
( 1 ) Sherwood Anderson's Notebook
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’’Easy enough to get a thrill out
of people hy reality. A man struck by
an automobile, a child falling out at
the window of an office building. Such
things stir the emotions. No one, how-
ever, confuses them with art.
"This confusion of the life of the
imagination with the life of reality is
a trap into which most of our critics
seem to fall about a dozen times each
year. Do the trick over and over and
in they tumble. ’It is life,’ they say.
'Another great artist has been discovered. ’!
"What never seems to come quite clear is
the simple fact that art is art. It is
not life.
"The life of the imagination will
always remain separated from the life of
reality. It feeds upon the life of reality,
but it is not that life- -cannot be.
Mr. .John Marin painting Brooklyn Bridge,
Henry Fielding writing Tom Jones, are
not trying in the novel and the painting
to give us reality. They are striving
for a realization in art of something out
of their own imaginative experiences, fed
to be sure upon the life immediately about.
A quite different matter from making an
actual picture of what they see before them.
"And here arises a confusion. For
some reason--I myself have never exactly
understood very clearly, the imagination
must constantly feed upon reality or starve.
Separate yourself too much from life and you
may at moments be a lyrical poet, but you
are not an artist. Something within dries
up, starves for want of food. Upon the fact
in nature the imagination must constantly
feed in order that the imaginative life
remain significant. The workman who lets
his imagination drift off into some experience
altogether disconnected with reality, the
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attempt of the American to depict life
in Europe, the New Englander writing of
cowboy life-all that sort of thing- -in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred ends
in the work of such a man becoming at
once full of holes and bad spots. The
intelligent reader, tricked often enough
by the technical skill displayed in hiding
the holes, never in the end accepts it as
good work. The imagination of the workman
has become confused. He has had to depend
altogether upon tricks. The whole job is
a fake
.
M
Is it not extremely obvious here that Anderson
is still groping, trying to justify himself in a
vague manner?
As I said in my introduction, until the turn
of the twentieth century, America^. was in spirit a
pioneer country, preoccupied with the mechanics of
life. After prosperity was assured, however, writers
found it no longer necessary to create a fictitious
world of illusion to encourage the people; instead,
they began to use their imagination in an attempt
to understand and interpret what they saw around
them. Among the most outstanding of these moderns
are Theodore Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis, and Sherwood
Anderson. Although considered by some confused
critics to be realists, all three are distinctly
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romantic in verying degrees of intensity. In our
opinion, Lewis is less of a romanticist than the
other two, for no one can dispute that he loves
satire and sarcasm besides being a clever cartoonist.
Sherwood Anderson simply wallows in the extremes of
naturalistic romanticism. He is a man of definite
"feeling 1 '. To a greater degree than Lewis and
Dreiser, he has tried to explore human emotions
and reactions; he has tried to seize upon the im-
portant, significant moments in dull and drab lives.
Tn his efforts, he more often fails than succeeds,
and he fills his pages with sentimental alloy.
True, he seeks the truth, finds it often, and un-
covers it, but fails at the crucial moment, and
escapes from the unpleasantness of life on the wings
of sentimentality.
Anderson says, "For a time he had
read a good many books. At one time he
had thought he might like to be a writer
of books. And no doubt a great many of
the writers of books had been visited by
just such thoughts as he was having now.
Within the pages of some books one found
a kind of refuge from the tangle of things
in daily life. Perhaps, as they wrote,
these men felt as he now felt, carried
out of themselves ." )
This is most distinctly the stamp of romanticism.
( 1 ) Man 77 Marriages
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He is very contradictory. His primary aim is
supposedly to get at basic facts abput people
and yet he turns to writing as "a refuge from the
tangle of things of daily life". Most writers
want to get closer to life that they may work out
more accurately things seen and felt; they do not
turn to writing to be "carried out of themselves."
Literary creation should deepen and intensify
experience, not merely provide escape.
Anderson is mystical in his ability
to explore the mind of man. He says. I’ll
tell you what--sometimes the whole life of
this world floats in a human face in my
mind. The unconscious face of the world
stops and stands still before me
"Why do I not say a word out of myself to
the others?.... Already I have written three
hundred, four hundred thousand words. Are
there no words that lead into life? Some day
I shall speak to myself. Some day I shall
make a testament unto myself.
Anderson is preoccupied with translating
external facts into the terms of emotion. To him
the inward and the outward are inseparable. Like
sculpture and poetry, his work is meant to convey
an inward feeling: for this is Art--the revelation
of the spirit through form.
(1) The Man in the Brown Coat
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Anderson is so overcome by the spirit, that sometimes
it cannot be contained within proper conventional
lines and he becomes impotent before it. This is
one reason why he is not considered wholly effective.
He has not solved the problem of art as Johann
Winckelmann saw it, resting upon the prime
conception that form is nothing without the spirit;
the spirit, nothing without form.
As was mentioned before, Aristotle laid dov/n
certain principles common to all works of art; a
picture and a poem alike conform to the laws of
beauty, each being a whole, or an organism,
composed of parts arranged in order, and of such
a magnitude as to produce the due effect upon the
mind of spectator or audience.
Anderson with all good intent, starts out force-
fully, but becomes lost before the proper magnitude
has been achieved. This produces a feeling of
resentment in the reader. The quality which saves
the work from utter collapse is his irresistible
flow of emotion sweeping along the body of the
narrative and hiding the clumsy framework.
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There is no doubt that Anderson’s mental
attitude when he took up writing was very significant
in determining the qualities of his work. His vision
could not have been lucid when he left his family
and business to flounder about in an effort to
escape from himself. It is plain to see that he
was mystified and doubting, dissatisfied and restless,
otherwise we would not discover so many attempts to
aefene his actions and his thoughts. At the time
he deserted his family in Elyria, his mind was
fretting over real or imaginary frustrations and
longings. The inheritance from his father, of a
vivid imagination made him especially adept in
weaving romantic fancies, and he allowed himself
to be carried away to a refuge where he could
babble incoherently on, to his heart’s content.
Excerpts from his testament will demonstrate the
confused, vague sentimentality which almost
amounts to the ravings of a deranged mind:
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THE DREAMER U)
"The fancy comes to me that thoughts
like layers of smoke are lying along the
street through which I have been walking.
There are always banks of smoke hanging
in the streets of my city. There is a
sensual gratification to me in the notion
that the crowds of men and women who have just
passed me and who have gone before me have
also lost themselves in the thoughts I have
been lost in. By indirection I have been
making love to all the men and women of a city.
" I am one who has no yesterdays and gropes
dreamily toward a tomorrow. I am like you. You
are not all the thing you have so foolishly
imagined yourself to be. I am nothing. I believe
nothing. I would like to walk with you. If
possible I would like to imagine you beautiful
while you are in my presence. By indirection
I wish to caress you, to touch with soft fingers
the lids of your eyes, to lie like a gem in the
hollow of your hand. For the moment that is
the height of my desire.
"Many people have walked before me in the
Street, having as I have declared had a sort of
intercourse with me. Before me, as I walked,
in the forefront of my fancy, went a trembling
old man. Ahead of him was a glorious woman,
full breasted, strong at the shoulders. The
wind blew her skirts and I saw that her legs
were shapely and strong. She did not know
that I knew what she was thinking about.
"Before the old man and the strong beautiful
womar went many others in the canyon of the
street. They walked like myself under the
smoke pall of the layers of thought. They
were all like myself, fanciful folk. They were
making-each of them--designs in the darkness.
In the dark street they felt for the threads
of life with the fingers of their hands.
( 1 ) A Mew Testament
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"How many people going in and out of the
thought, a thought of my own," I said. It will
be passed through by men, women and children.
I crept into a doorway and watched, hoping
childishly that the whole rhythm of the universe
would be changed.
"Nothing happened of course, I suspect because
my act was more than half conscious. My thought
had no strength of its own. The wind blew it
away.
"The Streets of the city are roaring whirling
places. Shrill human cries run like brightly
colored threads throught the thoughts of every
man and woman who walks abroad. It is very
foolish to try to be definite as I was as I
attempted to lay down the thought. Nothing is
to be achieved by being smart and definite, and
to be vague--they keep telling me--is to be
insane, a little unbalanced.
"in a plow factory, in the suburbs of the
cit-v, there are 'rreat tanks in the floor.
‘ihe
tanks are kept filled with many colored liquids.
By machinery plows are lifted from the factory
floor and swung above the tanks. They are dipped
and become instantly and completely black, red,
brown, purple, blue, grey pink.
"Can a plow be pink? I have the trick of
thinking too rapidly in color. I cannot remember
the color of the eyes of my sister. The color of
the cheeks of my mistress I cannot remember.
"An endless clanking goes on in my head. It
is the machinery of the life in which I hang
suspended. I and all the men and women in the
streets are at this moment being dipped anew
in the life of the city. There are no yesterdays
for any of us. We hang by a hook in the present.
Whatever lies behind this second of conscious
time is a lie and I have set myself to lie to
the limit.
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"By lying and by that road only will
I succeed in expressing something of the
truth of the life into which I also have
been flung.
"This is evidently true. Plows may not
be pink but the prevailing color of the flesh
of the people is pink. We have all been
dipped in a dawn.
"Had I not been betrayed by my egotism
into trying to fill the blank space in the
thought layers in the street my whole life
might have been different. But for my act
I might have found in the fancy that had come
to me the rhythm of my age and got fame like
a reat man.
"I am instead a man of infinite littleness,
a maker of v/ords, an eater of food, a weaver
of the cast-off clothing of sheep. The grat-
ification to me is that I am so much like you.
That is why I understand and love you. I
will not, however, attempt to become your
lover. There is destruction in that and we
are a long way from being fit to destroy each
other. If however we find as we go along
that your insanity strikes the same chord a3
my own, something lovely may happen.”
In some cases, Anderson is more of a romanticist
than naturalist, and vice versa. This time, he shows
his distinctly romantic trend. We see a faint ref-
lection of this in the frequent use of vague words
like fancy , dreamily , blank, grope 3 , lost , insane ,
unbalanced ; and expressions like "it is foolish to
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try to be definite," "to be vague --they keep telling
me --is to be insane, a little unbalanced," "I have
the trick of thinking too rapidly in color*" His
figures of speech, too, are spontaneous and highly
fanciful. For instance:-- "thoughts like layers
of smoke"; "to lie like a gem in the hollow of your
hand"; "the canyon of the street"; "shrill cries
like brightly colored threads"; and the suggestion
that the mind, (the endless clanking going on in
his head), is "the machinery of life."
A genuine Naturalist endeavors to tell the truth.
rihat Sherwood Anderson is distinctly a Romantic Nat-
uralist is evidenced by his own words. For emphasis,
they merit repetition. "We hang by a hook in the
present. Whatever lies behind this second of Cons-
cious time is a lie and I have set myself to lie to
the limit. By my lying and by that road only will
I succeed in expressing something of the truth of the
life into which I also have been flung." Walt Whitman
says in his Song of Myself
"I celebrate myself, and sing myself.
And what I assume you shall assume;
For every atom belonging to me, as good belongs
to you."
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Certainly there is a similarity in the out-
look of these two men. Both have the same trend
in Romantic Naturalism, and it is my belief that
a great many of Anderson's notions were inspired by
the reading of Whitman, although there is no defi-
nite support for this statement. It is merely an
opinion. Whitman, in the same song, says, "What is
commonest, cheapest, nearest, easiest is Me,
Me going in for my chances, and, "a mouse
is miracle enough to stagger sextillions of infidels.
I mention Whitman that the reader may have a familiar
basis for comparison. He, like Anderson, spent his
life among ordinary people and sought the truth, but
highly colored it by his vivid imagination.
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In Sherwood Anderson's poetry, is found Romantic
Naturalism at its zenith. An Emotion and The Dumb Man
exhibit this doctrine as well as any of the others.
The Naturalism consists mainly in the baring of the
emotions in the effort to tell facts. We must empha-
size the word "effort," for it is evident that he does
not succeed. There is a striving for reality, but the
author is too feeble to achieve it.
Although the general idea in this piece can be
grasped, the prevailing tone is inexplicit. It is typ
ical of the author's persistent subjectivity, a trait
recognized as highly romantic.
An Emotion
To E. P.
"She walked softly in the
dust of the road, whispering
words. A silver sky dropped
down and encircled her head.
She was clad in a gold and
silver gown.
"The little bells were
calling, calling.
(1) A New Testament
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"I ran into the road, plunged
into the road. My torn feet were
touched by the golden dust of the
road. My fingers tore at the gold
and silver gown that wrapped her
about. With a little whispering
laugh she passed into me. I was
drawn into her and was healed.
’’The bells were calling, calling.
’’She came with me in at the door
of my house. My house stands at the
edge of the forest. The little tink-
ling bells sound in the rooms of my
house
.
"The little bells were calling,
calling.
"
One of the principles which Romanticism champions
is freedom. This spirit of freedom is usually a fore-
runner of a declaration of freedom. Anderson lives a
life of sensations rather than thoughts. It requires
some imagination to understand Anderson’s meaning
here. Symbolically, the "house" is the physical body
of which he is ever conscious. The "little bells”
are reminiscent of the "clanking” which went on in
his head in The Dreamer.
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The following selection is interesting
because of its utter confusion. It is pro-
vocative in that the reader may think he under-
stands its meaning and simultaneously pro-
foundly doubt his own interpretation. After
attempting two or three possible explanations,
it is just as well to abandon the effort, for
Anderson says he does not understand it him-
self. If the reader insists upon being dog-
matic, he will tell his own story, not Anderson's
The only characters he knows anything about are
the woman and the fourth man. These may be
Life and Death, but he is not sure. Vve could
conjecture about the impotence of the young,
dandified man; about the senility of the man
with the long white beard; about the vicious
iniquity of the man with the wicked eyes. Then,
it would seen that only the white, silent man
was capable of the virility which the woman
upstairs craved.
The Dumb Man ( 1
)
11 There is a story. I cannot tell it.
I have no words. The story is
almost forgotten but sometimes I remember.
( 1 ) The Triumph of the Egg
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"The story concerns three men in
a house in a street. If I could say the
words I would sing the story. I would
whisper it into the ears of women, of
mothers . I would run through the world
saying it over and over. My tongue would
be torn loose. It would rattle against
my lips.
"The three men are in a room in a
house. One is a young and dandified.
He continually laughs
.
"There is a second man who has a
long white beard. He is consumed with
doubt but occasionally his doubt leaves
him and he sleeps.
"A third man there is who has
wicked eyes and who moves nervously
about the room rubbing his hands to-
gether. The three men are waiting,
waiting
.
"Upstairs in the house there is a
woman standing with her back to a wall,
in half darkness by a window.
"That is the foundation of the story.
Everything I will ever know is distilled
in it.
"I remember a fourth man came to the
house, a white, silent man. Everything
was as silent as the sea at night. His
feet on the stone floor of the room where
the three men were made no sound.
"The man with wicked eyes became like
a boiling liquid. He ran back and forth
like a caged animal. The old grey man
was infected by his nervousness. He kept
pulling at his beard.
..
.
-
-
"The fourth man, the white one,
went upstairs to the woman. There
she was waiting.
"How silent the house was.
How loudly all the clocks in the
neighborhood ticked.
"The woman upstairs craved
love. That must have been the story.
She hungered for love with her whole
being. She wanted to create in love.
When the white silent man came into
her presence she sprang forward.
Her lips were parted. There was a
smile on her lips.
"The white one said nothing.
In his eyes there was no rebuke, no
question. His eyes were as impersonal
as stars.
"Downstairs the wicked one
’whined and ran back and forth like
a little lost hungry dog. The grey
one tried to follow him about but
presently grew tired and lay down
on the floor to sleep. He never
awoke again.
"The dandified fellow lay on
the floor too. He laughed and played
with his tiny black mustache.
"The white silent one may
have been death. The waiting eager
woman may have been life.
"Both the grey bearded man
and the wicked one puzzle me. I
think and think but do not understand
them. Most of the time I do not
think of them at all.
"I keep thinking about the

dandified man who laughed all through
my story. If I could understand
him I could understand everything.
I could run through the world tell-
ing a wonderful story. I would no
longer he dumb.
’’Why was I not given words?
Why was I not given a mind? Why
am I dumb? I have a wonderful
story to tell but no way to tell it.. ”
The problem of sexual ineffectiveness always
troubles Mr. Anderson. We can only conjecture that
he experiences in his personal life the frustrations
and inhibitions which he inflicts upon his characters,
but it seems very likely that this is so, considering
the fact that he dwells upon it so constantly and
with such persistence. To this day he has not told
the "wonderful story" he would tell if he had the
words. Evidently the reason is that he is still
having trouble with his mind. What he does not under-
stand, he cannot be expected to make clear to his
reading public. "Woman is the foundation of all his
stories. He says that everything he knows is distilled
in the contemplation of her. Of course, to him,
"woman" means the female sex. He is not at all
discriminating in his taste as long as he finds a

!sexual responsiveness. Sordid meanderings provide
the Naturalism; the subjectivity, vagueness, and
flights of the imagination place most of the emphasis
upon Romanticism.
i

Sherwood Anderson is one of those fanciful,
hopeful but hopeless people who expect? at any
moment to produce something really "great". He
cannot get his best, ideas over the doorstep of
his mind. They are congealed because they have
no words to clothe them. In the preface to a
collection, of short stories in The Triumph of the
Egg
,
he expresses this idea about his unborn
stories. It is strangely a combination of the
objective and subjective. He quite dispassionately
regards the unborn stories with cold, measured
calculation. The aloof quality of contemplation
of which he is capable is impressive at times, and
Naturalistic. The Romantic element is his
continual probing of his inner self, and the fig-
urative speech he uses*
(1) "Tales are people who sit on the
doorstep of the house of my mind.
"It is cold outside and they sit
waiting.
"I look out at a window.
"The tales have cold hands,
"Their hands are freezing.
"A short thickly-built tale arises
and threshes his arms about.
(1) Preface to The Triumph of
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"His nose is red. and he has two gold
teeth.
"There is an old female tale sitting
hunched up in a cloak.
"Many tales come to sit for a few min-
utes on the doorstep and then go away.
"It is too cold for them outside.
The street before the door of the house
of my mind is filled with tales.
They murmur and cry out, they are dying
of cold and hunger.
" I am a helpless man--my hands tremble.
I should be sitting on a bench like
a tailor.
I should be weaving warm cloth out of
threads of thought.
The tales should be clothed.
They are freezing on the doorstep of
the house of my mind.
"I am a helpless man--my hands tremble.
I feel in the darkness but cannot find
the doorknob.
I look out at a window.
Many tales are dying in the street be-
fore the house of my mind."
Lack of Unity and Coherence is considered ex-
tremely poor form in composition structure. Disre-
gard for "form" and dependence upon "style" is Nat-
uralistic but more specifically Romantic. The Per-
sonification of the "tales" is another trait tending
toward Romanticism. How imaginative it i3 to say
that they are people, cold and hungry.*
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The mystery is that a man so helpless, so in-
capable as the author pictures himself here, should
keep blundering along year after year
suspect that his humbleness is only a
he has a much more exalted opinion of
he pretends.
It makes one
sham, and that
himself than

As was observed in Anderson's bote on Realism,
he does not understand where representation ends and
where art begins. That he recognizes the true con-
dition of his inadequate faculty to write is commend-
able to a degree. That he is, without doubt, a rom-
antic naturalist, may be seen by reading this excerpt
from Many Marrlag e
s
. Every few lines he interrupts
his attempt at naturalistic portrayal, to introspect,
--a romantic tendency. The naturalistic idea that
man is like an animal in his actions and thoughts;
that there is no willing fusion of minds or bodies,
--only 'tape of the conscious and unconscious”, is
very offensive. Whether this is offset by the vivid
description, the color, the spontaneous response to
nature, found throughout all of Anderson’s writing,
is a matter of individual reaction upon the reader.
Although John Webster is speaking here, Anderson
is using him as a mouth-piece for his own thoughts
as he always does. His characters are mere puppets
made in the likeness of the author. They, too, try
to analyze their own feelings, and become entangled
constantly in a Romantic Naturalistic maze.
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. 1 . 1 . "He was on his knees like an animal....
"How shall I say I felt? Perhaps I should
have been a painter or a singer. My eyes
were closed and within myself were all the
sights, sounds, smells, feeling of the world
of the valley into which I had been looking.
Within myself I comprehended all things.
"’Things came in flashes, in colors.
First there were the yellows, the golden
shining yellow things, not yet born. The
yellows v/ere little streaks of shining color
buried down with the dark blues and blacks
of the soil. The yellows were things not
yet born, not yet come into the light.
The;/ were yellow because they were not yet
green. Soon the yellows would combine with
the dark colors in the earth and spring forth
into a world of color. There would be a sea
of color, running in waves, splashing over
everything
"
’Birds were flying in the air over a
river, and young Webster, with his eyes closed,
crouched before the v/oman, was himself the
birds in the air, and the air itself, and
the fishes in the fishes in the river below.
"’Why must one commit rape, rape of the
conscious, rape of the unconsciotis?"
The appeal to the senses , --sight
,
sound, smell,
and feeling is characteristic of the romanticist.
Anderson splashes about in a sea of color, allowing
his mind to play fancifully with the idea of yellow
as the seed of all other hues. In all his mental
wanderings the same peculiar obsession rears its head,
concerning seeds, the identification of man with the
animal world, and the necessity of physical violence
in all nature.
( 1) Man;/ Marriages
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The Romantic Naturalist plays a dual role. He
has all the privileges of both points of view. When
his fancy lures him away from reality, when his mind
becomes hazy about his subject, when he feels melan-
choly and listless, he has blissful escape from re-
sponsibility in the realm of imagination.
Sherwood Anderson glories in confessionals. He,
like Walt Vi/hitman, ''chants' 1 but calls his product
"verse". A sample of this "poetry" from the collec-
tion, A New Testament
,
is exceptionally romantic in
nature. It is sensual; it is subjective; it is highly
imaginative
.
Testament of an Old Man
"I am an old man sitting in
the sun before the door of my
house..... It is late October and
cold but I am not cold. My house
protects me. The fingers of the
wind cannot find me. The sun plays
gently over my body. The dying
fires within me are a little stirred.
The blood mounts up through my body
into my brain. My brain is fed,
with warm blood. It av/akens
.
"King David, when he was old,
could not be warmed by the virgins
lying v/ith him in a bed but I am
warmed by the soft kiss of the sun.
The sun is my sweetheart. There is
nothing in the world so fair as the
sun. The sun is my virgin. The

virgins that were brought to King
David in old times looked at him
and the blood did not mount into
their bodies. They lay in bed
with the King but they did not warm
him. There was no warmth in them.
My virgin, the sun, canes very close.
She takes me into her arms. She
warms me. The body of the sun is
pressed close to my body. The sun’s
breath, fragrant with love, warns me.
wMy brain that has been for
many days asleep, runs madly. It
runs down across plains. My brain
is a hound that has come out of its
kennel. It runs with long strides,
swiftly, like a shadow. It runs as
a shadow runs, swiftly, o’er wheat
and corn fields, o’er towns and cities,
o’er seas.
”My awakened brain is a hound
dog, come out of its kennel. It is
a hound dog, white and silent and
swift.
”My brain runs backward and
forward, it runs on into cities
the foundations of which have never
been laid, it runs o'er fields that
shall be planted at the hands of men
not yet come from the womb, not con-
ceived yet.
"My hound mind has brought me
the love of the gold. It has brought
me the love of the lust. It has made
me a proud man who walks on the bodies
of slaves. It has taught me the lust
of the purple robe, the lust of the
lovely bodies of women.
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"Who knew as I walked among men
how I lusted, what gold coins dripped
from my fingers, hov/ my blood was hot
with Ihe lust of w ar, of killing, of
glory.
"Who knew how I knelt before
lives, how like a white Christ I
hungered and loved my way into lives.
"My hound mind has been into
the mountains with Jesus. It has
been with the gentle Confucius. It
has been with all gentle men.
"It has been with those who
stole money at night, with a boy
who crept into a bam lusting alone,
with a woman who opened softly the
door to look for her lover.
"I shall call my hound back to
me over the plains. I shall caress
it. My voice shall be raised in a
song. My house shall shake with my
cries. I shall spread banners afar
over the skies."
’vVhen Anderson speaks of his "hound mind", he
is being naturalist ical ly accurate and at the
same time romantic in his use of figurative
language. He consistently dominates the situation
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by the intrusion of his personality with his favorite
subject of inhibition, and frustration due, in this
instance, to senility.
In addition to the poem just quoted, I have
decided to present several others from A New Testament
for the purpose of further proving my assertion that
Sherwood Anderson is a romantic naturalist. The
defects of his "prose poems" are of the same char-
acter as the faults in his novels and short stories.
They lose themselves In oracular vagueness. As he
expresses it, "I smell the footsteps of truth but
I do not v/alk in the footsteps." His great fallacy
is in thinking that eternity is in men and women,
and in not recognizing that individuals are only
small specks on the panorama of the Divine Plan.
The naturalist should be a lens in which the uni-
verse is focused, making large things seem small.
Anderson goes to the extreme in this regard, simpli-
fying things of importance to the point of disgust-
ing degradation. He combines the naturalism of
Cooper, Hawthorne, Whitman, Mark Twain, Howells,
Crane, London, Dreiser, and Menken with his own
brand ofpomant icism, undeniably and unconsciously.
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but purposelessly. Again the note of futility
is sounded.
In One Yiiho Looked Up at the Sky
,
there is
a certain expectancy expressed in subjective re
flection.
One Who Looked Up at the Sky ( 1 )
"It would be strange if, by
a thought, a man could make Illi<
no is pregnant.
"It would be strange if the
>—
>
man who just left my house and
went tramping off in the darkness
to take a train to a distant place
came here from a far place, came
over lands and seas, to impregnate
me.
"There is a t estament out of
life to he ian who ba s just left
my presence. There is a testament
to be made to a woman who once held
me in her arms and wto got no child.
There is a testament to be made to
this house, to the sunshine that
falls on me, to these legs of mine
clad in to m trousers, to the sea
and to a city sleeping on a prairie.
Universal appeal of subject matter has its
souce in the main current of human life, not in
the eddies entirely. Mr. Anderson confines him
self to the latter, ignoring the fact that main
course is not always, tediously straight, but
pleasurably winding. Life, like the individual
(1) A New Testament

has its moods and vagaries, iis backslidings and
its repentances, its reactions and its revivals.
It is tiresome to find story after story limited
within the same confires, somewhat as a whirl-
pool rushes remd and round, getting nowhere but
making much ado about one thing.
Civilization seems to be the salvation of
many people; others, it oppresses and demoralizes.
Mr. Anderson feels oppressed and has become de-
moralized, but whether this is due to the social
order of his inherent nature, is a question. The
fault, I am convinced, is witi his nature which
he has allowed to become corrupt through his con-
viction of the theory of non-conformity in his
morals, in his raw material, and in his manner of
expressing himself.
He believes that lust Is a dominant reality
in the wrld, and that he is one of the fruits of
these/ lusts.
From; Songs of One Who Would Be a Pries t
Song Number One
n My life has passed into a coma
of waiting but I wait no more intelli-
gently than you. Sometimes as I walk
(1) A New Testament

in the streets a look of intelligence
comes into my eyes. If I had not
watched closely the eyes of my broth-
ers I would be often deceived by what
I see in my own eyes,
"It is only by going about in
secret I can stumble into the path-
ways of truth. When truth has passed
through the streets of a town or has
walked on wet leaves in a forest there
is a faint smell. It is blown about
by the wind. I smell the footsteps
of t ruth but I do not walk in the
footsteps
•
"I am bred out of the lusts of
the world. I am become the abiding
place of little lustful thoughts that
weave in and out of the minds of my
people.
"My thoughts are tossed back and
forth on a wall.
"The little tricks of my mind
shall explain nothing to you.
"There is a child born of an
engine in a bed of stone. American
cities are pregnant. You understand
what I mean. My insanity is crystal-
clear to you as you sit in the chair
of stone.
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"My insanity is a slow creeping
cl inging to a wall
•
"My insanity is a white worm
with a fire in its forehead."
Song Number Three (
)
"My throat has not yet been
choked by the dust of cities.
"My mind is a Kansas tumble-
weed. It rolls and bounces and
skips on wide prairies. The wind
tosses it about. It scatters its
seed.
"I am very young and very old.
"I am unborn.
"I lie at the mouth of the womb.
"I saw you as I lay at the mouth
of the womb In the ridst of the valley
"I saw you tien I sought myself.
"I heard your voice making testa
ment when my voice died away in a
stillness
•
The Healer ^ ^ ^
"My body does not belong to me.
( 1 ) A New Testament
(2) Ibid.
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"My body belongs to tired women
who have found no lovers*
"It belongs to half men and half
women.
"My body belongs to those who
lust and those who shrink from lust-
ing.
"My body belongs to the roots of
trees. It shall be consumed with
fire on a far horizon.
It has been very noticeable throughout all
the discussion in tiis paper, that Sherwood Anderson
is a mystic. He feels that the ultimate nature
of reality may be known in immediate apprehension,
intuition, or insight, differing from all the ordin-
ary sensations experienced by human beings.
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So-called American "Naturalism" Is a protest
against too much optimism, considered at its best
as a virtue; at the opposite extreme, a vice. In
turn, Sherwood Anderson, in protest against the
common attitude, tries to call attention to certain
not uncommon, pessimistic facts. He insists that
the conception held by the public Is not adequate,
and makes of himself a man with a trumpet,—but here
the romanticism gets the best of him. He has not
the words with which to tell his story, so he fails
miserably. Not knowing exactly what he wants to
say, forces him to shout all the louder to be heard.
The Man with the Trumpet
" I stated it as definitely as I
could.
I was in a room with them
" They had tongues like me, and hair
and eyes.
M I got up out of my chair and
said it as definitely as I could.
"Their eyes wavered. Something
slipped out of their grasp. Had I
been white and strong and young
enough I might have plunged through
walls, gone outward into nights and
days, gone into prairies, into
dis tances--gone outward to the door-
step of the house of God, gone to
God's throne room with their hands
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"What I am trying to say is this-
”By God I made their minds flee
out of them.
"Their minds came out of them
as clear and straight as anything
could be.
"I said they might build temples
to their lives.
" I threw my words at faces
floating in a street.
n I threw my words like stones,
like building stones.
"I scattered words in alleyways
like seeds.
"I crept at night and threw my
words in empty rooms of houses in
a street.
M I said that life was life, that
men in streets and cities might
build temples to their souls.
"I whispered words at night into
a telephone.
"I told my people life was sweet,
that men might live.
"I said a million temples might
be built, that doorsteps might be
cleansed.
"At their fleeing harried minds
I hurled a stone.
" I said they might build temples
to themselves.

Toward women, he is utterly selfish although
he does not think so. It seems to be an impossibi-
lity for him to assume an impersonal point of view.
His characters are always his mouthpieces, thinking
his thoughts, expressing his ideas, performing his
actions. His women have no individuality. Any of
them could be interchanged and still be appropriate-
ly cast, for they all come from the same mold.
natural people have healthy appetites. Mr.
Anderson's characters are abnormal arid indulge
in lengthy introspection. They do not move about
enough. These poems are romantic in mood and
expression. They are vague, wandering, and highly
imaginative
.
Two Women Standing by a Wall
Facing the Sea (1)
First Woman
"My eyes are very small. I cannot
see. I look out through narrow slits into
a world of light. The world is bathed in
light. I cannot see.
"My fingers clutch at little warm
spots on the broad face of the world.
(1) A New Testament

11 This house is a post stuck in the ground.
This tree is a hair growing on the face of
a giant.
"I cannot see or feel what life is
like. My eyes are but narrow slits into
which the light creeps slowly, feeling its
way. The light from a lighted world tries
to creep into me but the womb of my own life
is closed.
"I lean against the wall with closed
eyes and wait.
"Would that the light of life could
come clambering in through the narrow closed
gate of myself.
"Would that the gate could be broken
and light come to flood the dark interior
of me .
"
Second Woman
"I have crept out of the egg into a
wide colorful world.
"My hands reach feebly up.
All about me is the color, the smell of life.
"There is the color of cut hillsides,
of ships sailing, of seas, or of riotous
death.
"I am born- -why am I not born?
"Why am I grey?
Why do I build me grey houses and cities?
Why do I wear grey colorless clothes?
Why do I walk always in grey streets?
I am born—why am I not born?
I am feeble--why do I not become old?
I am very old--why do I not become young?
"Why do I not die and fade into color-
ful splendor?
"I have come out of the egg.
"I am born.
"Why am I not born?"
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Anderson is a romanticist in trying to assert
his individuality, in being originative; in trying
to be a "Chanter of personality" like Walt Whitman;
in his criticism of society; by embracing individua-
lity as offering a way of release for the too-long
stifled passions and setting the world free for
lovers; by killing the customs of society thereby
making a heaven on earth through the freedom of in-
dividualists; by freeing his mind from conventions,
and seeking expression in images released from time
and space; by using language which he has taken the
liberty to free from the narrow rules of conventional
composition and punctuation.
The demand for freedom from supposedly outworn
intellectual and moral rules leads, of course, to
demands for freedom from all rules. The claims of
personality are apt to degenerate into claims for
caprice. Anderson’s lack of respect for what is
merely "established" tends to excessive respect for
mere novelty.
Sherwood Anderson, like Balzac and Zola, has
an obscure, troubled, complex nature. He does not
arrive at the end of his story without much difficul-
i
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ty, meandering meantime; in fact, stopping frequently
to day dream. Like them, he has a constant struggle
with his own temperament; but unlike them, his tem-
perament usually triumphs. The power of will is
lacking; he dreams of power, never experiences it.
He is the man in the brown coat*
The Man in the Brown Coatd)
’’Napoleon went down into a battle riding on
a horse.
Alexander went down into a battle riding on
a horse.
General Grant got off a horse and walked in
a wood.
General Hindenburg stood on a hill.
The moon came up out of a clump of hushes.”
’’Although I write boldly I am a shy man.”
"Napoleon rides dov/n a hill and into a battle.
General Grant walks in a wood.
Alexander rides dov/n a hill and into a battle.
"I wait with an odd sensation of some-
thing impending I wear a brown
coat and I cannot come out of my coat. I
cannot shoKe myself out of myself."
( 1 ) Triumph of the Egg
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The quotations which follov/ are from a
Song
,
The Other Woman, The New Englander
,
and
Brothers . I have chosen them to show how
romantically naturalistic our author is. He is a
neurotic who binds up no threads of his thought.
Worst of all, his aimless worrying results in
only futile groping for his direction in com-
position. Most of the time, he merely gives
himself up to pondering the eternal mystery of
self and of love. Inherent romantic sensibility
combines with naturalistic observation to achieve
the impression of a poetic soul striving to say
that which no one has ever quite succeeded in
saying, trying to explain man’s everlasting
bewilderment with the world in which he lives.
We may very appropriately call him our most
confused social philosopher.
Song ( 1
)
"You lie in the arms of your
beloved but you are not in the arms
of your beloved. It rains. The
rain pours out of a broken water-
spout into an alleyway. There Is a
threshing of feet in wet streets.
The feet hurry along. They carry
the bodies of people bouncing along.
( 1 ) A New Testament
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"It is my constant desire to
draw close to you. My lover held
me close and close but I have es-
caped. We understand each other.
You also have drawn close to a warm
body and felt white arms clutched
about your neck.
"Your tramp soul will fly out
with me into the night, into the
wind and the rain and the cities.
The minor things do not matter to us.
I am testifying to you. Presently
you shall testify to me.
"Your voice that is a testament
shall be like driven raindrops in
a city street.
"Your voice shall be like the
rustle of leaves torn by a storm
from a tree.
"You shall uproot yourself.
"You shall come out of the
ground with soil clinging to you.
XXX
"We shall walk in many rains.
"We shall whisper in many high
winds
.
"We shall be blown like grass-
hoppers over the sea in a storm.
"If you assert your brother-
hood to me we shall be lost to each
other. It is when you are torn
from your moorings and drift like a
rudderless ship I am able to come
near to you.
XXX
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"My fancy belongs to a high
tossing place.
"My lover’s arms wither away.
"My lover has gone in distress
to walk in the rain.
"I have been blown out of my-
self to walk in the wind and the rain.
XXX
"You have come to me out of the
arms of your lovers.
"You have come to me out of your
warm close place
.
"You have lost yourself in
the nothingness.
"You are a leaf tossed in a wind.
"You are a blade of grass torn
out of the ground."
Mr. Anderson has said in discussions regarding
his philosophy, that there are only two kinds of
people in this world who are really nice,
the lover in love, and the artist at work. Since
he professes with pride that he has been a lover
many times, and gives every indication that he
considers himself an artist, he suffers under the
delusion that he is a "nice" or, in other words,
a discriminating person. Instead of being selective,
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he responds passionately to all chance deviations
and irregularities in love as well as in his art.
Liberality of spirit, carried to excess, becomes
a handicap. Anderson realizes that to sell out
one’s art or one’s individual honor is destructive
to professional and personal idealism. The realm
of illus ion, experiment
,
and adventure has an
irresistible fascination for him, however, and he
can see nature no other way than through the trans-
forming channels of his exceptionally imaginative
temperament. In The Other Woman, sensational
scandal is swallowed up in utterly absorbing
personal introspection. A man is supposed to be
telling a tale to Mr. Anderson concerning his love
affair of a night with another man’s wife. This
took place the night before his marriage to a fine
girl whom he says he loves. However, although
married, he still thinks of”the other woman”:
"Often as I am walking along
as I am doing now, a quick sharp earthy
feeling takes possession of me.
It is as though I were a seed in
the ground and the warm rains of
the spring had come. It is as
though I 7/ere not a man but a tree. m
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Page after page of Anderson's work reveal
discontent and restlessness. Always there is
the yearning of soul for communion with other
souls in the effort to escape from the ever-
distasteful solitude. Emerson said that souls
never really meet, and that it is quite impos-
sible for a man to entirely escape solitude.
Never daunted, Anderson strives on and on with
no measure of success or satisfaction. He is
imprisoned by his egotism; intoxicated by the
emotional appeals of nature. Entirely indifferent
to the intellect and eagerly responsive to all
sensation, he yields with passive willingness
to revery in admittedly inarticulate ecstasy.
Whether he contracted from Walt Whitman the
temptation to be a loafer and to spend his time
inviting his soul or whether he is a romantic
naturalist in his own right is a question.
Probably, our pre-supposed knowledge of Whitman
and our presentation of the facts of Anderson's
life would indicate that Whitman's point of view
encouraged an already firmly implanted tendency
to sink into the subconscious and irrational and
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to merge the personality with the infinity of
nature. It is only by perpetual sensational
experience that the emptiness of life may be
overcome, according to Anderson. He cannot endure
continued reflection of the past, and feels dis-
illusioned in the anticipation of the future.
Rousseau saw man in nature as did the ancient
Greeks, but from an entirely different point of
view. Both recognized the inevitable fusion of the
two,-- man and nature--; Rousseau, however, did
not imagine that the tree, for example, had conscious
life; he descended to its level instead, and
became an element of nature ,for it was his belief
that the n summum bonum" of existence was in man's
imaginative ability to identify himself with the
unconsciousness of vegetation. Anderson is
Rousseau's disciple in this respect. In The New
Englander
,
as in many other passages, there is the
effort to become one with nature, but frustration
prevents fulfillment.
The New Englander
" Elsie ran into the
vastness of the corn-fields filled
with but one desire. She wanted to
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get out of her life and into some
new and sweeter life she felt must
be hidden away somewhere in the
fields Her thoughts were
not definite A deep grumbling
noise went on in the sky overhead
but the sky and everything she had
ever known seemed very far away,
no part of herself. The
murmuring voices of unborn children,
her imagination had created in the
whispering fields, became a vast
shout ...The storm that had
been threatening broke with a roar.
Broad sheets of water swept over
the corn-fields. Sheets of water
swept over the woman’s body. The
storm that had for years been
gathering in her also broke. Sobs
arose out of her throat. She aban-
doned herself to a storm of grief
that was only partially grief.”
Anderson’s corruption of the words virtue and
conscience has caused his confusion. In his idle
dreaming, he indulges in sham spirituality and be-
lieves God to be existent only in the medium of
his own desire. He selects abnormal individuals
to typify the ’’average" person. The world, he
imagines, is peopled by those who indulge their
p hysical desires, and those who go insane from
frustration. His idealism is like Rousseau’s; he
believes that the individual must be saved, re-
gardless of the effect upon society.
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Brothers
...."Above there was the light of day
forcing itself slowly into the fog.
The fog moved slowly. The tops of
the trees moved slowly. Under the
trees the fog was dense, purple.
"An old man came up to me in
the fog. I know him well; the people
here call him insane. ’He is a little
cracked, ' they say.
Another brother is a man who murdered his
pregnant wife; he couldn’t stand her presence
for he had fallen in love with an office girl.
Utopia, for Mr. Anderson, is a state in
which there is no painful outcome or retribution
for the dreamer. His is a purely tempera-
mental world of feeble idealities. Inevitably,
such a condition of unrestrained freedom produces
a menace to society, --which w;e consider him to
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Kit Brandon
In reading the books of Mr. Anderson, do
not ever expect to find a story with any plot.
In every case, the main interest is in character
delineation. Even then, it is searching in only
one respect; namely, how the individual reacts
to his problem of physical frustration. Although
it is his intention to tell a story each time,
his "feelings” get the upper hand and the structure
collapses; as a result, the intended "story"
peters out, and the author monotonously reverts
to the same old reflections on inhibitions,
repressions, and the struggle for creation,
—
both mental and physical. The manner of Mr.
Anderson's story-telling finds a parallel in the
pattern of his life. Conventional it was, up to a
certain point; then abrupt abandonment of all
established customs took place, and he began to
wander confusedly about in search of he knew not
what. The same thing occurs in his writing.
His temperament finds the tonic of mental liberty
too strong, and he becomes intoxicated by it to
the detriment of his effectiveness in composition.
Some critics are of the opinion that
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Mr* Anderson has reformed of late. Reference to
Kit Brandon
,
published in 1936, shows this to be
a fallacy. He is still the bewildered mystic,
groping his way.
Kit Brandon, the heroine of the tale, was
a girl of the Virginia mountain country, the
daughter of a moonshiner. At an early age, she
left home to find work in the valley towns as a
textile mill-worker, as a shop girl, and finally
as a helper to a bootlegger in the prohibition
era.
In Kit Brandon
,
we see a reflection of
Anderson’s life:-
"My father was always trading
horses, ....He might be gone for days.
• • • •
"Her story came to me in fragments.
We were off together for that purpose,
that I might get her story as one more
of the multitude of curious, terrible,
silly, absorbing or wonderful stories
all people could tell if they knew how.
• • • •
"...the tall indolent mother, al-
ways, Kit said, ’with the snuff stick in
her mouth, stains of the tobacco on her
broken teeth and dripping from the corners
of her mouth. Not much chance for ro-
mance in the figure of that woman,
• • • •
There is the same Naturalistic morality:
”0r even you don’t mean going all
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the way, just for that in order to gain
some end of her own.
"Her own body?"
Kit describes the dirt and squalor of her home
with no floor,— just hard clay, and plenty of creep-
ing crawling things. By the time Kit was big enough
to do the work, her mother started having kids again.
,lI don’t know why Pa suddenly warmed up to her like
that. It must have been all he could get at the time.'*
’’Yes,” she said, "I’ve gone through it with
men I wouldn’t spit on now. I thought I had to.
He brings in the parallelism between human
beings and animals.
'’....she (Kit) took the cow to the
bull when the cow was wanting.
"And that’s one hell of a job
for a child,” she said, ”a cow when
that time comes for her.”
"She just goes plumb crazy.
"She’ll go slam bang, right
through a fence
.
"She’ll drag you. She’ll knock
you down.
"You cry. You get so mad at her
you want to kill her, but it’s a thing
that’s got to be done."
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As a child, the dissolute companions of her
father used to annoy her.
'•....each time his big red fingers,
as he took the sticks from her,
touched her in a peculiar way. ‘They’d
brush down, just lightly across my
shoulders and my breasts. They’d linger
there, feeling my breasts. My bfeasts
were pretty small.’
He continues with Kit’s youth, allowing her to
tell by incident upon incident, how men,—married
and single, had tried to put it over on her. Some-
times she let them get away with it, sometimes she
didn’t. "Men can be beasts and so can women, too*...
You can go through any possible experience. A dog r
rolls in offal sometimes."
Kit protests that she has been able to keep some
thing in spite of it all. Mr. Anderson who is sup-
posed to be riding along with her, listening to her
story, cannot let an opportunity like this pass by.
He says, "You think you've still got it to give?"
"'I reckon you ain’t trying to start nothing?'
she asked, and 'No,' I said. I perhaps knew it
would do me no good.’" 1
The author says he tries to help her say what
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he thinks she was trying to say. He hashes over
and over his own problem through the mind of his
character. So Kit says that she had always kept
something clear, and could keep it in spite of "hell
and high water.”
To Anderson, there is nothing fine about the
home relationships. Kit’s father is “stuck” with
his wife, so he makes love to his daughter* When
her father touched her, right away she thought of
the way that other big fellow touched her* ”They
were there, father and daughter, at the creek’s
edge,.... and the father took off his clothes and
bathed ’Take off your things,’ he said gruffly
and she undressed. 'How come here*'” She went to
him, and he first began to bathe her.
After this. Kit left home and by degrees became
a rum-running racketeer. Tom Halsey was the boss.
"There would be the goddamnedest women,” she said.
There would be a phonograph, drinking and dancing.
The women would get into bed with any man of the
gang .
”
Later, "Kit gave herself to Prank, the dying
boy, and a farmhand almost caught them."
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Anderson’s attitude toward women:
"His wife was always having children.
As with the Indian woman, the mother of
Tom’s wife, they dropped almost casually
from her. It was said that she once dropped
one in a field where, under the eye of her
husband, she had been kept at work until
the last possible moment."
In advocating free-love and common law marriage,
he has a young preacher not legally married to his
woman. "God has married us," he said to her and
others
•
"He had become somewhat jaded about
women but still loved touching them, the
young ones. He wanted to put his hands
on them, stand close, run his hands over
young female bodies. There are such men.
Once perhaps they had something to give a
woman. It got lost, was petered away*
"'I’d do anything for you, little girl.
Do you want a fur coat? '... .his hands on
her. Hands creeping down over hips, over
breasts • ’
"
"Bud could shamble. He could walk
like a bear. He could walk like a dog.
He could prance like a horse. 'You take
a horse, a stallion, when he's excited.
He could go like that.' She got excited,
speaking of it, saying it was so strange
to see, so uncanny.
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"He could walk on eggs and not break
the shells.
"'It may be all men would rather be
horses’. Kit said, Does a cow ever want
to be a man? ’
"
Anderson becomes fascinated with his idea of
the "horse" question again, and forsakes the flimsy
story to enjoy Bud who has become a horse. First,
he acted like one; then, he "caught the horse rhythm";
finally, he says, "Look 1.... I am being a horse, I am
a horse .
"
These digressions are frequent. Mr. Anderson
violates another conventional theory of good writing
in not providing any real action for his minor char-
acters. They serve no purpose either to further the
plot or to reveal character. We cannot remember
them from chapter to chapter. In this book they only
serve Kit in one sex experience after another.
Anderson is a muck-raker, determined to dig
out the sordid side without pity or remorse. He
feels that too much has been made of American opti-
mism, and he is bound to destroy it. He is con-
cerned with the individual man or woman, and he tries
to represent with endless variations what he con-
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siders to be the art of life and the art of love.
His common attitude toward these is artificial
and reflect the irregularities and complexities.
Really only a protester, with nothing constructive
to offer, he has a strong desire to understand the
way to happiness in the realm of human relationships.
Few men of our day have so puzzled a notion of the
forces in life that make or mar individuals and
societies. Mr. Anderson possesses unusual powers of
imagination, an essential gift in one who essays to
write. The undermining element in his perception is
its distortion which has been brought on by his sex

Part II
Naturalistic Morality
of
Sherwood Anderson

I The (Question of Morals
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£, The Question of Morals
It is our privilege and duty to regard
with an appraising eye the inevitable changes, the
way followed, the progress or lack of it, in the
mental and spiritual life of our day, We remember the
endurance of hardship, the high ideals, the regard for
convention which characterized the last generation.
Today, to an increasingly large number of people these
characteristics have become onerous and distasteful.
In their stead a new and somewhat loose code has been
accepted. It is not difficult for those deeply con-
cerned, to trace, in part, the origin of this amended
charter of human rights beyond the influence of the
tavern and the automobile to the movies, the theatre,
and the novelists. The latter, if they have not
definitely introduced and nurtured lower standards,
have unquestionably been a debilitating force by using
literature as a means of indulging or expressing their
unrestrained emotions, depraved tastes, and distorted
idealism. No one denies that external forces may not
harmfully effect a person’s true self if he does not
weaken to the temptation, but salacious and suggestive
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literature is beyond the measure of a doubt, a menace
to the morale of the youth of today.
There was in Sherwood Anderson a dissatisfaction
with life which bred in him vague romantic yearnings
and crude, sensual imaginin s. Avarice, lust, strange
broodings over sex, repressions, selfishness all
these seem to have a hold deep down in the hearts of
his characters. He takes delight in baring his soul,
forgetting the tradition of decency, the respectful
regard for the established order, the legacy of re-
finement and culture bequeathed to us by the past.
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II Anderson’s Abandonment of
Business and Family

II Anderson's Abandonment of Business and
Family
Mr. Anderson tells in his autobiography of fact
and fancy that his success as president of a paint
manufacturing concern in Elyria, Ohio brought him
no satisfaction because the buying and selling of
materials was such a mechanical process, it provided
little outlet for his active imagination. Lacking
the character of many equally intelligent and sen-
sitive American business men, Anderson made a dram-
atic gesture of disdain and revolted from usefulness
and respectability. In "A Story Teller's Story" he
has dramatized this transition in his life which I
have already spoken of as occurring about 1910:
(1) "After many years of effort
to conform to an unstated and but
dimly understood American dream by
making myself a successful man in
the material world, I threw all
overboard It was
melodramatic and even silly
enough For several years
( 1 ) A Story Tel ler' s Story
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the attempt to sell goods had become
a sort of madness with me. .... .
I was about to become rich. . . After
a time I would build a great factory
and after that a greater and greater.
Like a true American I though-1 in size
"I had seen women of the streets,
standing at corners, looking furtively
about. My thoughts got fixed upon
prostitution. Was I a prostitute?
Was I prostituting my life?
It came wi th a rush, the feeling of
uncleanline ss . I was 'in my whole ~
nature a tale-teller . (1) The tale-
teller cannot bother with buying and
selling. To do so will destroy him.
.
"There was a door leading out
from my office to the street. How
many steps to the door? I counted
them, 'five, six, seven’. 'Suppose,'
I asked myself, 'I could make those
five, six, seven steps to the door,
pass out the door, go along that
railroad track out there, disappear
into the far horizon beyond. ' Where
was I to go? In the town where my
factory was located I had still the
reputation of being filled with the
shrewd vast schemes. I had been
admired, looked up to. Since that
time I had gone down and down as
a bright young man but no one yet
knew how far I had gone. I was
still respected In the town; my
word was still good at the bank.
I was a respectable man.
"Did I want to do something
not respectable, not decent?
I am trying to give you the history
of a moment, and as a tale-teller
I have come to think that the true
history of life is but a history
of moments. It is only at rare
(1) Underlining by the author of the thesis.
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moments we live. I wanted to walk
out at a door* and go away into the
distance. The American is still a
wanderer, a migrating bird not yet
ready to build a nest. All our
cities are built temporarily as are
the houses in which we live. We
are on the Yfay--toward what? There
have been other times in the history
of the world when many strange
peoples came together in a new strange
land. To assume that we have made
an American, even materially, seems
to me now but telling ourselves
fairy tales in the night.
"We have not even made it
materially yet, and the American
man has only gone in for money-
making on a large scale to quiet
his own restfulness, as the monk
of old days was given the Regula
of Augustine to quiet him and still
the lust in himself. For the monk,
kept occupied with the saying of
prayers and the doing of many
little sacred offices, there was
not time for the lusts of the world
to enter in; and for the American
to be perpetually busy with his
affairs, with his automobiles, with
his movies, there is no time for
unquiet thoughts.
"On that day in the office at
my factory I looked at myself and
laughed. The whole struggle I
am trying to describe and that I
am confident will be closer to
the understanding of most Americans
than anything else I have ever
written, was accompanied by a kind
of mocking laughter at myself
and my own seriousness about it
all.
"Very well, then, I wanted to
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go out of the door and never
come back. Hov; many Americans
want to go- -but where do they
want to go? I wanted to accept for
myself and the others had been so
afraid and you, who are Americans,
will unders tand the necessity of
my continually laughing at my-
self and at all things dear to
me. I must laugh at the thing I
love the more intensely because of
my love. Any American will under-
stand that.
"It was a trying moment for me
There was the woman, my secretary,
now looking at me. What did she
represent? What did she not
represent? Would I dare be honest
with her? It was quite apparent
to me I would not. I had got to
my feet and we stood looking at
each other. 'It is now or never,'
I said to myself, and I remember
that I kept smiling. I had stopped
dictating to her in the midst of
a sentence. 'The goods about
which you have inquired are the
best of their kind made in the '
"I stood and she sat and we
were looking at each other intent-
ly 'What's the matter?' she
asked. She was an intelligent
woman, more intelligent I am
sure than myself, just because
she was a woman and good, while
I have never been good, do not
know hov/ to be good. Could I
explain all to her? The words
of a fancied explanation marched
through my mind: 'My dear young
woman, it is all very silly but
I have decided to no longer
concern myself with this buying
and selling. It may be all right
for others, but for me it is
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poison. There is this factory.
You may have it if it pleases
you. If it is of little value
I dare say. Perhaps it is money
ahead and then again it may well
he it is money behind. I am
uncertain about it all and now I
am going away. Now, at this
moment, with the letter I have
been dictating, v/ith the very
sentence you have teen writing
left unfinished, I am going out
the door and never come back.
What am I going to do? Well,
now, that I don’t know, I am
going to wander about. I am
going to sit with people, listen
to words, tell tales of people,
what they are thinking, what they
are feeling. The devil! It may
even be I an going forth in
search of myself.'
"The woman was looking into
ray eyes the while I looked into
hers. Perhaps I had grown a
little pale and now she grew pale.
'You’re sick,' she said and her
words gave me an idea. There
wanted a justification of myself
to the others. A crafty thought
came. Was the thought crafty, or
was I, at the moment a little in-
sane, a 'nut' as every American so
loves to say of every man who does
something a little out of the
groove.
"I had grown pale, and it may
be I was ill but nevertheless I
was laughing--the American laugh.
Had I suddenly become a little
insane? What a comfort that thought
would be, not to myself but to the
others. My mind had gone down a
little into the ground. The ground
I did not think would support the
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tree that was myself and that I
thought wanted to grow.
"My mind dwelt on the matter
of roots and I looked at my feet*
The whole question with which I
was at the moment concerned be-
came a matter of feet. I had
two feet that could take me out
of the life I was then in and that,
to do so, would need but take
three or four steps to a door.
When I had reached the door, and
had stepped out of my little
factory office, everything would
be quite simplified, I was sure.
I had to lift myself out. Others
would have to tackle the job of
getting me back, once I had
stepped over that threshold.
"
W
hether at that moment
merely became shrewd and crafty or
whether 1 really became tempor-
arily Insane I shall never quite
know* What I did was to step
very close to the woman and
looking directly into her eyes
laughed gaily. Others besides
herself could, I knew, hear the
words I was now speaking* I
looked at my feet". 1 1 have
~
Been wading in a long river and
my feet are wet, 1 I said .
"Again I laughed as I walked
lightly toward the door and out
of the door of buying and selling
,
out of the door of arfairs. ( 4?
"They want me to be a ’nut'
,
and will love to think of me as
a ’nut’, and why not? It may just
be that’s what I am,’ I thought
gaily, and at the same time turned
and said a final confusing sentence
(1) Underlining by the aut> or of tbe thesis
I
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to the woman who now atared at me in
speechless amazement. ’My feet are
cold, wet, and heavy from long wading
in a river. Now I shall go walk
on dry land,’ I said, and as I passed
out at the door a delicious thought
came. 'Oh, you little tricky words,
you are my brothers. It is you who
have dared give me a hand. For the
rest of my life I v/ill be a servant
to you, ’ I whispered to myself as I
went along a spur of railroad track,
over a bridge, out of a town and out
of that phase of my life."
Anderson indulges constantly in introspec-
tive dreaming, as in the passage just quoted, and
it is interesting to watch him fumble about in his
search for an indefinite "something." He is mys-
tified and baffled by life. Although troubled,
always, as in the above case, by his lack of cul-
ture, he is too self-confident to be discouraged.
However, the fact must be kept continually
before us that Sherwood Anderson dramatizes every
As evidenced in other passages in Anderson’s
work, it is clearly understood that the "river",
spoken of in this passage, symbolizes life.
We find it frequently mentioned. Other symuols
which he uses habitually, may be interpreted
in this manner :
-
nakedness means freedom
,
especially to
one "who has been repressed
house means repression
field means freedom, in a general sense
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situation. He has stated elsewhere that this in-
cident is one of the "facts" and not a "fancy" from
his autobiography. Already, it is clear that he is
a romantic and that his moral ideas and practices
are neither conservative nor conventional.
Certain characteristics, discussed later on,
appear quite vividly here:- the romantic introspec-
tion which gives him great pleasure; the rambling,
discursive style, unhampered by rhetorical restric-
tions of Unity and Coherence; the ascendency of melo-
dramatic imagination over good judgment regarding
practical every-day affairs; and the confused notion
of Anderson concerning sex.

Ill Anderson's Moral Outlook
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III Anderson ' s Moral Outlook
As our first point is concerned with an evalua-
tion of Anderson's work from a moral point of view,
it is necessary, before we become specific, to dis-
cuss morality and immorality in fiction in a general
way.
( 1 )
.... ’’The purpose of fiction is
to embody certain truths of human life on
a series of imagined facts.
.... Just as we feel by in-
stinct the reality of fiction, keenly we
feel the falsity of fiction when the
author lapses from the truth.
.... "The novelist, who has so
many means of telling truth, has also
many means of telling lies. He may be
untruthful in his very theme, if he is
lacking in sanity of out look upon the
things that are
. He may be untruthful
in his characterization, if he inter-
feres with his people after they are
once created and attempts to coerce them
to his purposes
Truthfulness is the only title to im-
mortality in fiction
.
The fiction of Chateaubriand is no longer
read because the world has found that
his sentimentalism was to this extent a
sham it was false to the nature of
normal human beings.
"Swift and Rabelais are moral, be-
cause they tell the truth with sanity and
vigor ; we may object to certain passages
m their writings on esthetic, but not on
ethical, ground. They may offend our taste,
but they are not likely to lead astry our
judgment
(1) Hamilton, Clayton, A Manual of the Art of Fiction
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far less likely than D’Annunzio, for in-
stance, who, although he never offends
the most delicate esthetic taste, sick-
lies o’er with the pale cast of his
poetry a sad unsanity of outlook upon
the ultimate deep truths of human life." (1)
Clayton Hamilton expresses above one of the
ideas I wish to convey regarding Sherwood Anderson.
It is evident that Anderson has not a sane and healthy
insight into anything, at least as far as outward ex-
pression of it is concerned. He is himself at times
doubtful about his own sanity, and he is also aware
that his desires are unhealthy.
However, Hamilton very dogmatically, in
a continuation of one of the above passages, states
that there is no such thing as an immoral subject,
and with this idea, I heartily disagree. I believe
that it matters not how delicate and esthetically
beautiful the expression in words exhibiting immoral
characters in immoral acts, the treatment cannot trans-
form the theme from unethical to ethical. The average
reader is only subconsciously aware of ’'form," but he
is intent upon material content. Over-emphasis of sex
and emotional excitement furnishes a powerful motif in
Anderson's work a3 a whole in what to me is an obviously
immoral way.
(1) Hamilton, Clayton, A Hanual of the Art of Fiction.
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Booth Tarkington has said, ’’Everybody knows that
after a hearty meal some of us, whose digestive organs
are not as good as those of some others, must eliminate
certain gaseous accumulation by belching. But we do
this very necessary thing as privately as possible and
we do not go around telling each other that so and so
belched and describe the tonal effect.” Tarkington
goes on to say that some writers feel that they must
drag in the livery stable and try to outwrite the
anatomical textbooks. The American frankness and gross-
ness, he believes, was accelerated by the war, but we
go the limit in it, as we do in everything else. ’’The
thing,” he says, meaning the sex theme, ”is Parisian
in all its inferences, but the French do that sort of
thing with far more finesse and artistry. dUrs is too
turgid, suggestive, obvious."
Through a few examples, taken quite at random, it
is not difficult to prove that Anderson is crude and
immoral in respect to sex.
There is no satisfying physical or spiritual ful-
fillment in his own life or in the lives of his char-
acters. He wonders about them- -whe ther they are right
or wrong. Hesitation and uncertainty of thought and
action destroy what, at times, promises to be virile
and commanding. It is the abnormality of personality.
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the futile indecision, the inability to bring matters to
a successful issue that render his work impotent and
immoral.
The irresolute is universally recognized as despic-
able. We admire positive virtue, and have a certain
respect for the courage or determination involved in
positive evil, but we loathe the weakness of the list-
less pursuit of an indefinable "some thing” . The follow-
ing passage will illustrate what I mean as well as the
vagueness of the expression of vague thoughts- :-
"I am somewhere in a huge place. Per-
haps I am standing in the great cathedral
at Chartres. . . the beauty shrine of my
life. It may be that t am standing in that
great place at midnight alone. It cannot
be that there is any one with me, for I
feel very lonely. A feeling of being very
small in the presence of something vast
has taken possession of me. Can it be
Chartres, the Virgin, the woman, God’s woman?
n-y
M
. ... It cannot be I am in the
presence of the Virgin. Americans do not
believe in either Virgins or Venuses.
Americans believe in themselves. There is
no need of gods now, but if the need arises
Americans will manufacture many millions
of them, all alike. They will label them
’Keep Smiling' or ’Safety First' and go
on their way, as for the woman, the Virgin,
she is the enemy of our race. Her purpose
is not our purpose. Away with heri" (2)
(1) Underlining by the author of the thesis.
( 2 ) A Story-Teller’s Story
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Again, does not Anderson here obtrude himself
upon his character? A New Testament
,
from which this
was taken, is a sort of confessional, and this so-
called "poem" is complete although it might seem to
be merely a fragment of a longer piece. Short as it
is, it is full of insinuation of an objectionable
nature because it casts aspersions upon the man of
God.
The Minister of God
n I was on my knees at prayer
in a quiet dark place when lust for
women came to me A 1 '
The following passages are included for the
reader's consideration; they are offered as typical of
a brooding, unhealthy attitude toward sex, and have beer
selected at random from Anderson's poetry.
A Stoic Lover
"I saw her little figure near the wall.
She did not see me though she
sensed my presence. I was like a statue
with folded hands and she was like a
little dog with quivering flanks that
coldly waits beside a farmhouse door."
^
^ A New Testament
(2) ibid
•
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"Such a tiny thing she was.
She whined and with her fingers scratch'
ed the wall.
Her shaking flanks made a kind of music
too
.
11 It was not winter.
Spring came on. The lovely breath of
spring blew in her face. She whined and
scratched the wall.
"l saw her nervous fingers making
towns and streets. She played at living
desperately. She built and built, caressed
her own breasts, then fell to tearing at
the wall
.
"i sat stone still and watched.
Her quivering flanks set up a tremor in
my frame
My body shook and dust fell down from
rny eyes.
I moved and lived and felt the breath of
spring and life blow in my face."
The Ripper ( 1 )
"I can tell it all quite sanely now.
Look at thes hands, how quiet.
Look in these quiet eyes.
"I v/ent forth out of this iron house where
I have lived.
Myself black with hate.
Mothered I was at the breast of hate.
"A knife was in my hand.
'T ripped the people open as I came to them.
Slashed them as a pig is slashed on
wintry mornings in a farmhouse yard.
'through dreary years I went
(1) A New Testament
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Crawling on ray belly in the dark.
Leaping,
Making my knife strokes straight and true.
r
I cut them open every one.
"in each the same dead child.
11
And then I came to her.
Prom her a child stepped forth and took
my hands
,
A quiet child with quiet hands.
"Look in these eyes, how quiet.
Look at these quiet hands."
These passages violently offend the sense of
delicacy and good taste. Typical of the author,
they lack a universality of emotional feeling so
necessary to effective writing. It is as if we
were examining evidence in a particular psychopathic
case in which the abnormality consisted of a pro-
found sex obsession.
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IV Anderson's Naturalistic Morality as
his Autobiographical WorkRevealed in
%
LV Anderson’s Naturalistic Morality as Revealed in his
Autobiographical Work
As was stated in the introduction, there is some
difficulty in differentiating between the autobiograph-
ical works of Sherwood Anderson because they are all so
confused and rambling, -ajnixture of fact and fancy. The
facts are colored with fancy; the fiction is tinged,
even permeated by facts of an autobiographical nature.
A New Testament
,
A Story-Teller’s Story
,
Sherwood Ander-
son’s Notebook
,
and Tar, A Mid-West Childhood are those
which are commonly accepted as autobiographical, and it
is from these I intend to quote passages to prove my
point, --that is, with the exception of Tar which would
not serve the purpose since I am concerned with Ander-
son, the man, not the boy. One has to read Anderson’s
books to realize how Immoral and how lacking in the
most ordinary observances of good taste he is. He sees
eternity in everyday human relationships and magnifies
their importance to most absurd propensities. Self-
centered people usually have vivid imaginations, and
this man is no exception. In his blind thrashing about,
he succeeds in clouding the horizon, in transmitting his
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own restlessness to the reader. The element of flight
is ever present, -the subjectivity of romanticism color-
ing the effort to he naturalistic.
The following passage has not been abridged, because
a reading of the entire selection is necessary for satis-
factory comprehension of Anderson's meaning. Let it
speak for itself :-
(l)”The young woman—her name was Nora--talked
to me in whispers as she did the work in the
room, or she listened and I talked. The minutes
passed and we stayed on together, looking at
each other. In the house all, including the
mother, were convinced I was working to bring
about Nora's ruin and the mother wanted to order
me out of the house but did not dare. Once as I
stood in the hallway outside my door late at
night I had overheard the two women talking in
the kitchen of the house. "If you mention the
matter again I shall walk out of the house and
never come back.
'
"Occasionally in the evening Nora and I
walked along the street, past the warehouse
where we sat together looking into the darkness
and once--but I will not tell you what happened
upon that occasion.
"First of all I will tell you of how the
relationship of Nora and myself began. It may
be that the bond between us was brought into
existence by the beer I drank at the warehouse
in the late afternoons. One evening, when I
had first come to the house, I came home, after
drinking heavily, and it was then Nora and I had
our first intimate conversation.
"I had come into the house and climoed the
three flights of stairs to my room, thinking of
the vacant lot covered with the soft glowing
carpet and of the btaJtiful men and women walk-
( 1 ) A Story- Teller ' s Story
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ing thereon, and when I got to my room It
seemed -unspeakably shabby. No doubt I was
drunk. In any event there was Nora at work and
it was my opportunity. For what.? I did not
quite know, but there was something I knew I
wanted Nora for and the beer drinking made me
bold. I had a sudden conviction that my
boldness would overawe her.
"And there was something else too. Although
I was but a yougn man, I had already worked in
factories in several cities and had lived
in too many shabby rooms in shabby houses
in factory streets. The outer surface of my
life was too violently uncouth, too persist-
ently uncouth. Well enough for Walt Whitman,
Carl Sandburg, and others to sing of the strength
and fineness of laboring man, making heroes
of them, but already the democratic dream
had faded and laborers were not my heroes.
I was born. Can a man and a woman love each
other when they live in an ugly house? Why
do not factory owners realize that, although
they build large, well -lighted factories,
they will accomplish nothing until they
realize the need of order and cleanliness in
thinking and feeling also?’ I had come into
the midst of men with a clean strong body;
my mother had been one who would have fought
to the death for order and cleanliness about
her and her sons. Was it not apparent that
something had already happeded to the democracy
on which Whitman had counted so much? ( I had
not heard of Whitman then. My thoughts were
my own. Perhaps I had better be more simple
in speaking of them.
)
"I had come out of a messy workplace along
a messy street to a messy room and did not
like it and \tthin me was the beer that made
me bold.
"And there were the visions I had seen in
the vacant lot . It may be that I thought
then that all my fellows lived as I did,
having quite conscious and separate inner and
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outer lives going on in the same
body that they were trying to bring
into accord. As for myself I saw
visions, had from boyhood been seeing
visions. Moments of extreme exaltation were
followed by times of terrible depressions.
Were all people really like that? The
visions were sometimes stronger than the
reality of life about me. Might it not
be that they were the reality, that
they existed rather than myself that
is to say, rather than my physical self
and the physical fact of the men and
among whom I then worked and lived,
rather than the physical fact of the
ugly rooms in ugly houses in ugly streets?
"Was there a consciousness of
something wrong, a consciousness we all
had and were ashamed of?
"There was the vacant lot in which
an hour before I had seen the marching
soldiers and tie beautifully gowned men
and women walking about. Why might that
not exist as re all y as the ha If-drunken
teamsters, myself, the irritated athlete,
and the piles of unsightly rubbish?
"Perhaps it did exist in all of us.
Perhaps the others saw' what I saw. At
the time I had a great deal of faith in
a belief of my own that there existed
a kind of secret and well-nigh universal
conspiracy to insist on ugliness. ’It’s
just a kind of boyish trick we’re up to,
myself and the others,’ I sometimes told
myself, and there were times when I
became almost convinced that if I just
went suddenly up behind any man or
woman and said ’boo’ he or she would
come out of it and I would come out of
it, and we would march off arm in am
laughing £.£ ourselves and everyone else
and having really quite a wonderful time*
"I had decided to try to say ’boo’
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to Nora, I fancy. There I was in the
room with her(I had been in the horse abort
three days and had only seen her and heard
her name spoken once before, when she was
sweeping ort the hallway by my door,)
and now she was throwing covers back over
the soiled sheets on my bed and there was
drst on the window panes and streaks along
the wall paper, while the floor of the room
had been given brt two or three careless
whisks with a broom, Nora was making the
bed and back of her head, as she leaned
over to do the the jobs, there was a pictrre
on the wall
,
a pictrre of five or six water
lilies lying on a table. There was a
streak of drst down across the white face
of the lilies and that moment a clord of
drst, stirred rp by heavy trucks now
going homeward along the street, floated
just ortside the window.
n, Well, Miss Nora,’ I suddenly said I
had been standing in the room for a moment,
silently and boldly staring at her. I
began advancing toward, her and no dorbt
my eyes were shining with enthusiasm. I
dare say I was pretty drunk brt I am sure
I walked steadily. ’Well
,
1 I cried in a
lord voice, ’what are you rp to there?’
"She turned to stare at me and I
went on, still speaking rapidly, with a
kind of hurried nervous stuttering manner
brought on by the liquor and a fear that
if I stopped speaking I should not be
able to start again. ’I refer to the
bed,’ I said, going up close to her and
pointing at it. ’You see, don’t you
that the sheets you are putting on the
bed are soiled?’ I pounded on my chest,
much in ihe manner of the primitive hero
in Mr. Eugene O’Neill’s Play ’The Hairy
Ape'; and no doubt had I at that time
seen the pl&y I might at that moment have
begun saying in hoarse, throaty tones:
’I belong. I belong.’
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"I did not say anything of the
sort because I am not primitive and
had not then seen the play, nor did
I whine or complain rather like a
Napoleon or a Tamerlane to poor Nora
who was already appalled by my sudden
descent upon her.
MPounding on my chest and descending
upon her I made a speech something in the
following manner: ’ My dear Nora, you
are a woman and no doubt a virgin, but
you may net always be one. Have hopes.
Some day a man will come along who
will admire your person and will ask
your hand in marriage.’ I looked at
her somewhat critically. ’You will
not refuse him,’ I declared, writh the
air of a soothsayer delivering him-
self of a prophecy. ’You will accept
the marriage state, Nora, partly because
you are bored, partly because you
will look upon the opportunity as a
means of escape from your present way
of life, and partly because you will
find within yourself an instinct
telling you that any kind of marriage
will bring you something you want.
n But we will not discuss you.
We will discuss myself,’ I declared.
I continued pounding myself on the
chest and so great was my momentary
enthusiasm that later my breast was
somewhat sore. ’Nora, woman, ’ I
said, 'Look at mei You cannot see
my body and I dare say if I did not
have on these soiled clothes your
maidenly modesty would compel you to
run out of this room. But do not
run I do not intend to take off my
clothes
.
"Very well, we will not speak any
more of my body,' I said in a loud voice,
v/ishing to reassure her since 1 could see
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she was becoming alarmed. No doubt
she thought me insane. She had
grown slightly pale and had stepped
away from me so that her back was a-
gainst the wall and the soiled water
lilies were just above her head.
’I am now speaking of my own body
in relation to your body; do not get
that entirely feminine notion into
your head,' I explained. ’I am
speaking of my body in relation to
yonder soiled sheets.’
"And now I pointed toward the
bed and stopped pounding my own chest
which was becoming sore . Stepping
quite close to her, so close in fact
that my face was within a few inches of
her own, I put one hand against the wall
and tried to quiet my own loud,
blustering tones, and to assume a tone
of great ease, or rather of nonchal-
ance. I took a cigarette from my
pocket and succeeded in lighting it
without burning my fingers, a feat
requiring a good deal of concentra-
tion under the circumstances. The
truth is
,
the. t I had bethought my-
self that in a moment more Nora
would either hit me with a broom,
that stood close at her hand or
would run out of the room thinking
me insane."
Insinuation and indirect speech are methods
sometimes employed by Anderson in expressing his
desire for freedom. His naturalistic morality is
revealed he® not so much by what he says as by what
he suggests. "If you mention the matter again I shall
walk out of the house and never come back, "-but he
does not say exactly what "the matter" is. and
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once,— but I will not tell you what happened
upon that occasion."; "relationship of Nora
and myself"
;
"Intimate conversation"; you are a
woman and no doubt a virgin"; "any kind of marriage
will bring you something you want."; in all these
instances, we see a preoccupation with self. The
tone is moody and unmanly.
In contemplating with an impartial spirit
these reflections of the working of Anderson’s mind,
it does not require much imagination or understanding
to realize that the man is subjection to bis
baser desires. Egotism bom of half-education and
half-culture has found expression in a boasting
introspection which is so long-winded that its
sordidness becomes more repellent than interesting.
To show that Anderson is habitually immoral,
there follows another section from one of his
confessionals A Story-Teller’
s
Story . It is below
the commonplace, and shows how Anderson follows
wandering fires in his search for the truth as he
sees it.
As he says himself, from his boyhood he had
been seeing visions,— such strong ones that he had
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difficulty at times in distinguishing reality from
his dreams. The physical aspect of life is the only
reality he recognizes and this is a never-ending
source of fascination and entertainment for him.
He admits that the outer surface of his life is un-
couth, violently and persistently uncouth. Now, if
his inner life is not the same, his actions helie his
motives, and there would be no point in acting in an
immoral fashion if he were a Sir Galahad at heart,
as he occasional]. y feebly suggests. In this passage
he protests that he did not want the woman, but he
makes every effort to have a rendezvous with her.
He says, "Was I not also confused, wanting something
very much, that at the same time I did not want?"
'
"Periods of lust kept coming
and going. In the building where
I lived there was a woman, very
young yet, a high- school raduate
from Illinois, who had married a
young man of place. They had come
to live in Chicago, to make their
way in the great world, and as he
could get no other work he had
taken a place as street-car con-
ductor. Oh, it was but a tem-
porary arrangement. He was one
who intended, as for that matter
I did myself, to rise in the world.
"The man I never saw but all
afternoon the woman sat by a window
in one of the two rooms of her
(1) A Story-Teller’s Story
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apartment or went for short
walks in the park. We began
presently to smile shyly at each
other but did not speak, both
being embarrassed. Like myself
she read books and that was a
kind of bond betv^een us. I got
into the habit of sitting by my
window with my book in my hand
while she sat by her window also
holding a book.
"And here was a new confusion.
The pages of the books no longer
lived. The woman, sitting there,
but a few feet away from me, across
the little court, I did not want.
Of that I was quite sure. She was
another man's wife. What thoughts
had she in her head, what feelings
had she . What did she want?
Children perhaps, I thought. She
wanted to have a house like other
houses lived in by the people of
her home town sho had made money
and who held positions of some
importance in the town’s life.
One day she sat on a bench in the
park and I, walking past, s;:w the
title of the book she read. It
was a popular novel of the day but
I have forgotten its name and the
name of the author. Even at that
time, although I knew 1 ittle enough,
I did know that such books had
always been written, would always
be written books that sold by the
hundreds of thousands and were
often proclaimed as great works of
art and that after a year or two
were utterly forgotten. In them
was no sense of strangeness, no
wonder abort life. They lacked
the touch of life. 'Dead books
for men and women who dare not
live,' I thought contemptuously.
There was a kind of pretense of
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j
solving some problem of life but
the problem was so childishly stated
that later a childish solution seemed
quite natural and right. A, young roan
came to an American city from a coun-
try town and, although at bottom he
was true and fine, the city for a
time diverted him from his noble aims.
He committed some near crime that
made both himself and the girl he
really loved suffer terribly but she
stood firmly by him and at the last,
and with her help, he pulled him-
self up again, by the bootstraps as
it were, and became a rich manufac-
turer who was kind to his employees.
"The book she read expressed per-
haps the high-school girl’s dream,
the dream she had when she married
and came to Chicago. Was her dream
the same now? I had already, as far
as I reacted to the life about me at
all, started upon another road,
becoming, a little, the eternal
questioner of myself and others. Not
for me the standardized little pellets
of opinion, the little neatly wrapped
packages of sentiment the magazine
writers had learned to do up, I told
myself. In modern factories food was
packed in convenient standard-sized
packages and I half suspected that
behind the high-sounding labels the
food was often enough sawdust or
something of the sort. It was
apparent publishers also had learned
to do up neat packages containing
sawdust and put bright-colored labels
on them.
"Oh, glorious contempt I Seeing
the book the woman was reading, knowing
she was the wife of another and that
never by any chance could we come
close to each other, give to each other
anything of value, I enjoyed my con-
tempt for an hour and then it faded. I sat
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as before by my window and held an
open book but could not follow the
thoughts and ideas of the writer of
the book. I sat by my window and she
with her book sat by her window.
"Was something about to happen
that neither of us wanted, of which
we were both afraid, that would be
without value to either of us?
"One evening when I met her in
the hallway of the building I stopped
before her and we stood thus for a
minute, facing each other. We both
blushed, both felt guilty, and then
I tried to say something to her but
did not succeed. I stammered out a
few words about the weather, saying
how hot it was, and hurried away
but a week later, when we again met
in the same place it was dark and
we kissed.
"We began then to walk in silence
together in the park in the early
evenings and sometimes we sat together
on a park bench. How careful we were
not to be seen by others who lived
in our building. Her husband left
the house at three in the afternoon
tired and discouraged. lie scolded
at his wife. ’He is always scolding,’
she said. Well, one wanted to save
money, get into business for oneself.
And now he had a wife to support and
the wages of street-car conductors
were not large. The young man who
wanted to rise in the world had
begun to resent his wife and she
felt it vaguely, uneasily. She
also was filled with resentment.
Did she want revenge? She had no word
to express what she felt and I had
no way of understanding. Was I not
also confused, wanting somethin
very much, that at the same time I
did not want? I sat in my room until
<II
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darkness came holding the hook I now
could not read and when the darkness
had come threw it with a loud hang
on a table. The sound had he come a
signal to her and when I went into
the park, she came to join me.
One evening when we had kissed in the
darkness of the park I went home
ahead of her hut did not close the
door of my room. I stood in the dark-
ness by the door waiting. She had
to pass along the hallway to reach
her own place and I put out my hand
and drew her inside.
"’I'm afraid,’ she kept saying,
’I don't want to. I’m afraid.’
What a queer silent frightened love-
making it was --no love-making at all.
She was afraid and I was afraid, not
of her husband but of myself. Later
she went away crying silently along
the hallway and after that she and
I did. not sit at out two windows or
walk in the park and I returned to
my hooks. Once, on a night two or
three weeks later as I lay in my
own bedroom, I heard the husband
and wife talking together. Some-
thing had happened that had pleased
and. excited her. She had been able
to offer something she thought
would help her husband and was
urging him to give up being a street-
car conductor and to go back to the
town from which they had come. Her
father owned a store there, I gathered,
and had objected to her marr-Ia e but
she had secretly written, perhaps
been very humble and had persuaded
her father to take the younger man
into partnership in his business.
’’Don't be proud now, Jim. I'm not
proud any more. Something has
happened to me Jim. I'm not proud
any more. Something has happened
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1
to me. 'I have heard her saying as
I lay in my room in the darkness,
and I leave the reader to judge whether,
under the circumstances I could be
proud. But perhaps after all the
woman and I have done something for
each other, I thought."
s
Is it not clear that whatever remnant of
I
morality may be found in Mr. Anderson’s character is
|i
distinctly naturalistic? To call him unmoral would
be too charitable I He recognizes the code most em-
phatically , --a fact proved by his intense self-con-
sciousness and the prickings of a guilty conscience
which instigate the writing of these confessionals.
More than that, he is half-proud of his puny mean-
derings and boasts in a nauseating manner.
Lest any of his readers should overlook the
fact that his books caused quite a stir, Anderson
gets pleasure in disturbing conventional people by
flaunting Ihe protests. We suspect that he so craves j
i
attention that he will get it at any cost. Not suc-
ceeding in writing anything worth-while, he uses
the defense mechanism of attracting attention by be-
ing nasty.
When Anderson writes in an effort to justify
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himself in answer to letters of protest from the public,
he continues to give intolerable examples of sickly pre-
occupation with his own emotions:
^ ^ ”1 am trying to give as closely
as I can a transcript of some of my own
thoughts as I lay on my bed in a room-
ing house in the city of New York and
after I had walked about and had talked
a little with some of the men I admired.
I was thinking of old workers in the
time of the factories. I_ was thinking
of myself and my own ine ffe c tualness7
Perhaps _I was but trying to make excuses
for myself . Most artists spend a large
part of their time doing that. In the
factories so many of the workers spent
so large a part of their time boasting
of their sexual effectiveness. Was
that because they felt themselves every
year growing more and more ineffectual as
men? Were modern women going more and
more toward man’s life and man’s attitude
toward life because they were becoming
all the time less and less able to be
women? For two or three hundred years
the western peoples had been in the grip
of a thing called Puritanism. Mr. Brooks
and Mr. Waldo Frank, in two books pub-
lished at about that time, had declared
that industrialism was a natural out-
growth of Puritanism, that having re-
nounced life for themselves the Puritans
were determined to kill life in others.
"I had definite reasons for ask-
ing myself many of the questions that
came to me as I lay in my bed at night.
z
1
} A Story
-Teller’s Story
(2) Underlining by the author of the thesis.
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I had already published several
stories and, for some reason I
had not clearly understood, many
people in reading my stories had
been made angry by them. Many
abusi ve letters had been written
me, I had been called a pervert
,
a thoroughly nasty man . (T)
'rWas I that? I thought if
I was I had better find out. My
own hands looked all right to me
as I lay on my bed looking at them
in the moonlight. Were they unclean
hands? There had been a few times,
for brief periods only, when they
had seemed to me to serve my purpose.
I had felt something deeply, been
quite absorbed in something in the
life about me and my hands had of
a sudden come to life. They had
arranged words on paper I thought
very skillfully. How clean I had
felt during those moment sl~( 2)It
was 'the feeling I had always been
seeking. At last, in a crippled
way to be sure but after a fashion,
my whole being had become a quite
impersonal thing, expressing itself
on paper through written words. The
life about me seemed to have become
my life. I sang as I worked, as in
my boyhood I had often seen old
craftmen sing and as I had never heard
men sing in the factories.
"And for what I had written at
such times I had been called unclean
by men and wornem who have never
known me, could have had no personal
reasons for thinking me unclean. Was
I unclean? Were the hands, for such
brief periods of my life, had really
served me, had they been unclean at
such moments of service?
"Other thoughts came. Even
my friend Paul Rosenfeld had called
(1) Underlining by the author of the thesis.
(2) Ibid.
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me ’the Phallic Chekhov.’ Had I
a sex obsession? Was I a goner?
"Another American, Mr. Henry
Adams, had evidently been as pr~zled
as I was at the moment although I
am sure he would never had been so
undignified as to have written, as
I am doing here, of himself as
lying on a bed in a Hew York rooming
house and putting his own hands up
into the moonlight to stare at them.
"However he had been equally
puzzled. ’Singularly enough, ’he had
said in his book, ’The Education of
Henry Adams,’ ’singularly enough,
not one of Adams’ many schools of ed-
ucation has ever drawn his attention to
the opening lines of Lucretius, though
they were perhaps the finest in all
Latin literature, where the poet in-
voked the Virgin:
"Q.uae, quoniam re rum naturam
Sola gubernas." (l)
"The Venus of Epicurean philosophy
survived in the Virgin of the Schools.
’Donna, sei tanto grands, e tanta
vali, Che aual vuol grazia, e
a te non ricorre, Sua Disianza
vuol volar senz’ all.’ (2)
"
"All this was to American thought
as though it had never existed. The
true American knew something of the
facts, but nothing of the feelings;
he read the letter, but never felt
the lav/.
( 1 )
( 2 )
"What, since thou art the only
one to govern the nature of
the universe,"
"Woman, you are so great and
worth so much.
That he who desires grace, and
does not resort to you,
His desire must wish to fly
wit' out wings."
..
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Before this historic chasm, a mind like
that of Adams felt itself helpless; he
turned from the Virgin to the dynamo as
though he were a Branly coherer. On
one side, at the Louvre and at Chartres,
as he knew by the record of work actually
done and still before his eyes, was the
highest energy ever known to men, the
creator of four-fifths of his noblest
art, exercising vastly more attraction
over the Human mind than all the steam
engines and dynamos ever dreamed of;
and yet this energy was unknown to the
American wind. An American Virgin
would never dare command; an American
Venus would” never" "Hare exist. "
The underlined sentences I consider especially
important. Anderson writes his own moral obituary
in them. His naturalism has in it no aspiration
to, or desire for a higher moral level. There is
no question about improving his code, only a
whining evasive complaint that the world doesn't
appreciate how "clean" he feels when he write his
i
trash.
To my mind, Anderson really knows his short-
comings, but refuses to admit them fully. He
assumes an air of injured surprises, but one
must doubt the purity of his mind. It is
noticeable that he is not quite sure, when challenged.
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about the actual state of his motives. lie only
evades by implying that it had not occurred to him
before
.
Continuing his contemplation of the accusations
made against him, Anderson cannot clarify his
position, but goes on in a confused, mystified
manner, refusing to face the facts:-
(l)i’If Adams had not spent his
time as I was doing, lying on a bed and
looking at his own hands, he had at
least spent his time looking about.
’An American Virgin would never dare
command; and American Venus would
never dare exist, ’ he had said and it
was an accusation that an American
could neither love nor worship.
"At any rate I was a man of the
Middle West. I was not a New Englander.
For my own people, as I had known them,
it was absurd to say they had neither
love nor reverence. Never a boy or
man I had known at all intimately but
that had both in him. We had simply
been cheated. Our Virgins and Venuses
had to be worshiped under the bush.
What nights I had spent mooning about
with middle-western boys, with hungry
girls too. Were v/e out trying to
refute the older men of New England
who had got such a grip on our American
intellectual life, the Emersons,
Hawthornes and Longfellows? It was
perhaps true to say of the intellectual
sons of these men that a Virgin would
( 1 ) A Story-Teller 1 s Story
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never dare command, that a Venus would
never dare exist. I knew little of
New England men in the flesh out it
was not necessarily true of us, out
in my country. Of that I was pretty
sure
.
"As for my own hands I continued
looking at them. Questions kept coming.
I was myself no longer young. Having
made a few oicycles in factories, having
written"some~ thousands of rather senseless
adverti sement
s
,
having ruFbed affection-
ately the~lets of~a few race horses'
,
having tried ulunderingly t o love a
few women and' having written* a few
novels that did no t satisfy me or
anyone e 1 se
,
having done these few things
,
could I oegin now to thip.k of myself as
tired out and done for ? fl? Because
my own hands" had* for the most part
served me so badly could I let them lie
beside me in idleness?
"I did not dare make such a
surrender, nor did I dare dodge the
issue with myself oy going off into
that phase of New York life I had al-
ready come to dislike, that phase of
life which allows a man to employ his
hands merely in writing smart and self-
satisfying words regarding the failures
of other men. In reality I was not
trying to look at other men's lives
just then and as for other men's work--
it meant something to me when it taught
me something. I was a middle-westerner
who had come East to school if I could
find the school.
Underlining by the author of the thesis
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"I wanted back the hands that had
been taken from me if I could get them
back. Mr. Stark Young had talked to
me one night of what thinking might be
and his words kept ringing in my ears.
Such words as he had said to me always
excited me like music or paintings.
"He was a man who had been a pro-
fessor in colleges and knew what was
conventionally called thinking meant
nothing at all unless it was done with
the whole body not merely with the
head. I remember that one night I got
out of bed and went to my window. I
had a room far over on Twenty- second
Street, near the Hudson River, and often
late at night, sailors from the ships
lying in the river came along my street.
They had been drinking, seeing the
girls, having a good time, and were
now going back to the ships to sail
away over the -world. One of them,
very drunk, who had to stop every few
steps and lean against a building,
sang in a hoarse throaty voice:
"Lady, Lou. Lady Lou.
I love you.
Lady Lou." v
"I looked at my own hands lying
on the window sill in the moonlight and
I dare say had anyone seen me at that
moment he might have decided I had
gone quite insane. I talked to my
own hands, made them promises, pleaded
with them, ' I shall cover you with
golden rings. You shall be bathed in
perfumes. T
"Perhaps there was an effort to
be made I had not the courage or strength
to make. When it came to tale-telling
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there were certain tales that fairly-
told themselves, but there were others
more fascinating, that needed a great
deal of understanding, of myself first
and then of others.”
Particularly objectionable from the moral point
of view is Anderson's attitude regarding the Virgin.
Everywhere in his books there is lacking all fidelity
to spiritual life, spiritual realities. He is
pessimistic about the purity of women. The only
satisfaction he knows is in escape from everything
worthwhile. There is no escape , --under his code,
and for this reason he aimlessly dashes back and
forth like a caged animal. If he could raise himself
by his bootstraps out of the mire of his animal
instincts to an adoration of the Virgin and human
virgins, he would accomplish something worthwhile.
We must not lose sight of the fact that
Anderson has the faculty of story-telling inborn in
his nature. For people who have inherited the gift of
"romancing”, allowing their fancy to alter fact, it is
well-nigh impossible to be truthful even to themselves.
Such is the case with Anderson. Instead of having the
courage of his convictions, regardless of their virtue
or vice, he whimpers and hedges with an evasive
sentimentality.
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Many Marriages
We are using the word ” immoral” with the
conventional restriction of its sense to a dev-
iation from the commonly accepted code governing
relations between the sexes. In Anderson’s book
’’Many Marriages”, we reach the peak of his crudity
in an account of the psychological probings of the
members of the Webster family. How much of it is
based on the author’s own actual private experience
remains a matter of conjecture. The similarity is
noticeable in so far as John Webster, like Anderson,
renounced his daily occupation, his wife, and his
friends because voices were calling within him to
go off in search of new sexual experience. The so-
called ’’hero” feels tht his wife has lost all feeling
for him and since she has built a wall about herself,
is really little better than dead. Anderson's
theory is not one of immortal it}7 for the soul, but
rather that the spirit dies before the body. The
daughter of the family is growing into womanhood
and is already showing signs of being like her
mother. John Webster feels that it is a waste of
time to bother with his wife, but becomes deter-

mined to save his daughter from physical stagnation.
His medthod is to act seeming insanity. He buys
a likeness of the Virgin, lights candles before
it, strips off his clothes because they are the
husk which seemed to hide John Webster from his
family. He calls in his daughter, makes love to
her and explains the tragedy of his marriage in
which the suppression of physical love has killed
the spirit within it, awakes her life through
incest, and leaves her with her prostrate mother,
soon to die of poison, to go off with Natalie
Swartz, who had given him new life. He believes
that "many marriages*’ are requisite for real living
which consists of the free passing of love between
numerous people.
It is a terrible story, sordid, unbearably
literal, and shocking to every decent instinct.
The story tells how John Webster and his wife
met in purity and entirely by accident in the house
of a friend as Adam met Eve, and how the real love
which should have endured was stifled by shame
and lies.
Sherwood Anderson displays poor taste in the
subject matter and his treatment of it. No hero
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can maintain proper dignity in his bare feet.
Much as the decency of my taste is chagrined
by the necessity of being specific in this matter,
I have included quotations from the book in order
to prove to the reader that my criticism of Ander-
son is not merely narrow-minded prejudice.
The foreword shows Anderson’s generalization
of the subject of repression as a whole.
Foreword
"If one seek love and go towards
it directly, or as directly as one may
in the midst of the perplexities of
modern life, one is perhaps insane,
"Have you not known a moment when
to do what would seem at other times
and under somewhat different circumstances
the most trivial of acts becomes
suddenly a gigantic undertaking?
"You are in the hallway of a house.
Before you is a closed door and beyond
the door, sitting in a chair by a win-
dow, is a man or woman,
"It is late in the afternoon of
a summer day and your purpose is to
step to the door, open it, and say,
’It is not my intention to continue
living in this house. My trunk is packed
and in an hour a man, to whom I have
already spoken, will come for it. I
have only come to say that I will not
be able to live near you any longer.
’
"There you are, you see, standing
in the hallway, and you are to go into
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the room and say these few words. The
house is silent and you stand for a
long time in the hallway, afraid,
hesitant, silent. In a dim way you
realize that when you came down into
the hallway from the floor above you
came a-tiptoe.
MFor you and the one beyond the
door it is perhaps better that you do
not continue living in the house.
On that you would agree if you could
but talk sanely of the matter. Why
are you unable to talk?
"Why has It become so difficult
for you to take the three steps to-
wards the door? You have no disease
of the legs. Why are your feet so
heavy?
"You are a young man. Why do
your hands tremble like the hands of
an old man?
"You have always thought of your-
self as a man of courage. Why are
you suddenly so lacking in courage?
"Is it amusing or tragic that
you know you will be unable to step
to the door, open it, and going in-
side say the few words, without
your voice trembling?
"Are you sane or are you insane?
Why this whirlpool of thoughts within
your brain, a whirlpool of thoughts
that, as you now stand hesitant, seem
to be sucking you down and down into
a bottomless pit?
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The passages which follow are taken
from the body of the narrative:
—
"When the thing happened of which I
am about to write he was thirty-seven or
eight years old and his one child, the
daughter, was seventeen. Of the details
of his 1 ife up to the certain revolution
which happened within him it will be
necessary to speak.
• # • •
"Down within his body something
began to affect him like an illness. It
is a little hard to describe the feeling
he had. It was as though something were
being born. Had be been a woman he might
have suspected he had suddenly become
pregnant.
t • • •
"In his office there was a broad-
faced woman of woman of twenty-four who
was his secretary. She had a strong
well-made body, but was not very hand-
some. Nature had given her a broad flat
face and thick lips, but her skin was
very clear and she had very clear fine
eyes.
t • t •
"The woman who worked there in the
room with him was named Natalie Swartz.
• • • •
"It was an odd sensation to be
able to look thus, directly into another
person’s eyes. It was as though Natalie
were a house and he were looking in through
a window. Natalie herself lived within
the house that was her body. What a
quiet strong dear person she was and
how strange it was that he had been able
to sit near her every day for two or
three years without ever thinking of
looking into her house. ’How many
houses there are within which I have not
looked,’ he thought.
c.
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"The little thoughts within John
Webster became words, not expressed
aloud, but words that ran like voices
shouting softly within himself. ’She is
my beloved,’ one of the voices said.
’You shall go into the house of Natalie,'
said another. A slow blush spread over
Natalie's face and she smiled.
• • • •
"A few moments before, as he stood
in the presence of Natalie Swartz down
in the office, he had thought of her body
as a house within which she lived. That
was an illuminating thought too. Why
could not more than one person live within
such a house? It would clear a good many
things up if such an idea got abroad.
• t • •
’’Men and women tried to go within one
another’s bodies, were at times almost
insanely anxious to do it. That was call-
ed making love. He wondered if a time
might come when men and women did that
quite freely.
• • • •
"Well, his daughter Jane was not
pale. She was a robust young thing.
'A candle that has never been lighted.’
he thought
•
It was a strange and terrible fact,
but the truth was he had never thought much
about his daughter, and here she was almost
a woman. The functions of womanhood went
on in her body. He sat, looking directly
at her. A moment before he had been very
weary, now the weariness was quite gone.
’She might have had a child already,’ he
thought. Her body was prepared for
child-bearing, it had grown ^nr> developed
to that state. What an immature faoe
she had. Her mouth was pretty but there
was something, a kind of blankness. ’Her
face is like a fair sheet of paper on
which nothing has been written.'
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•... in secret he studied his wife’s face
She was like her daughter. There was noth
ing written on her face. Her body was
getting heavy one who had grown large
without purpose, ’somewhat as cattle are
fattened for slaughter,’ he thought,
» » • •
”He closed the door to his room and
bolted it. Then he began taking off his
clothes,
• • • •
’’There was a kind of gaiety in him.
The thought that had come that morning
when he looked into the eyes of Natalie
Swartz came running back. His own body,
that was now naked, was a house. He
went and stood before a mirror and look-
ed at himself. ,...!My house has been va-
cant now for twenty years I shall
make everything sweet and clean as it is
in Natalie’s house. Then I shall invite
people in to visit me.’ He ran his hands
over his naked body, over his breasts,
arms, and legs. .....He went and threw
himself, thus naked on a bed.
• •ft
"After he married and when he had
found out his wife was frightened and
driven within herself by every outburst
of passion and that as a result there
was not much ioy in making love to her
he had formed a habit of going off on
secret expeditions. It had been easy e-
nough to get away. He told his wife he
v/as going on a business trip. Then he
went somev/here, to the city of Chicago
usually. He did not go to one of the
big hotels, but to some obscure place on
a side street.
• • • •
"Night came and he set out to find
himself a woman. Alv/ays he went through
the same kind of rather silly performance.
He was not given to drinking, but he now
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took drinks* One might go at once to some
house where women were to be had, but he
really wanted something else. He spent
hours wandering in the streets.
There was a dream. One vainly hoped
to find, wandering about somewhere, a
woman who by some miracle would love with
freedom and abandon.
» • • •
"
.....what one did was to wander about
in the dark streets thus for hours and in
the end take up with some prostitute.
The two hurried silently off into a little
room. Uhl There was always the feeling,
’Perhaps other men have been in here with
her already to-night.’
» • • •
"After such an adventure John Webster
came home the next day feeling very mean
and unclean.
• • • •
"As for his wife --he had got that
notion into his head of a kind of death
of the flesh.
• • t •
’’There she would be, you see, that
Natalie
.
’’She loved, that is to say she had
opened the doors of herself.
One had a picture of her standing
with the doors of her body open. Some-
thing constantly went out of her and into
the man in whose presence she spent the
day.
• • • •
"It was too bad that it was so but
the truth was that the need of women was
a part of a man’s makeup and the fact
might as well be faced.
t • • •
" at noontime she had hurried
out of the office and had run all the way
home to her mother’s house Then she
plunged into the water and washed her
body from head to foot.
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"John Webster stood looking at her
and thinking. He knew all about what she
had and why she had done it. .....Well
then she had known all day what had been
going on within himself. She had under-
stood his sudden desire to come within
herself so she had run home to bathe and
array herself. 'It was like washing the
door sills of her house and hanging newlv
laundered curtains at the windows,' he
thought whimsically.
• • « •
"
'How long have you been ready for
this to happen?' he asked*
'For a year,' she said. She had
grown a little pale.
(of his wife) "She thought that
even in marriage a man and woman should
not be lovers except for the purpose of
bringing children into the world
....One does not go very freely in and
out of the body of another when the go-
ing in and out involves such heavy
responsibility. The doors of the body
become rusty and creak.
• • •> •
(of Natalie) "Her body began to
tremble and the tears ran from her eyes.
Then he laid her down upon the grass.
It was an experience with a woman new in
his life. After their first love-making
and when their passions were spent she
seemed more beautiful to him than before.
• • • •
"Perhaps Natalie would have a child.
• • • •
"He wondered why it had happened that
he had become Natalie's house instead of
the lover of one of these girls. 'That
could have happened. I could have loved
either of them had she opened the doors
of herself as Natalie has done.'
Loving Natalie did not preclude the
possibility of his loving another, per-
haps many others. 'A rich man might have
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many marriages , ' he thought.
• t • •
" The love-making in the field
had after all been but a symbol of some-
thing more filled with meaning than the
mere act of two bodies embracing, the
passage of the seeds of life from one body
to another.
A great hope flared in him. 'A time
will come when love like a sheet of fire
will run through towns and cities.*
• • • •
” went in and bought a small
framed picture of the Virgin, a supply
of yellow candles, and two glass candle-
sticks, made in the shape of crosses and
To tell the truth the figure of
the Virgin looked not unlike Natalie.
There was a kind of quiet strength in her.
• • # •
"When he was quite nude he got out
the little picture of the Virgin and set
it up on a kind of dresser. ....II have
no doubt I am insane,* he told himself.
'As for you, my Virgin, I dare say
I shall not offend you, ' he said aloud,
turning and bowing to the woman within
her frame. She looked steadily at him
as Natalie might have looked
he walked naked and with bare
feet up and down the room trying to plan
out his future life.
• • • •
"He kept smiling at himself and his
own thoughts. . . . .occasionally. .... .he
made an elaborate bow to the Virgin.
*1 hope you are a true virgin,' he said.
I brought you into this room and the pres-
ence of my nude body because I thought
you would be that. You see, being a vir-
gin, you cannot have anything but pure
thoughts.
'
• • • •
(of his wife and daughter) "No doubt
the women were both completely frightened
and cowed. ....... thought him completely
insane.
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(to his daughter) ” ’It is because
of what happened between your mother and
myself that I have brought you into my
own naked presence.’ ••••••He began the
tale of his marriage* He straightened
his body and for a long time sat looking
at his daughter’s body* It was young and
slender .He studied her body
carefully.
• • • •
”His voice had grown soft and remin-
iscent and he took his hand from his
daughter’s leg and touched her cheeks and
then her hair. He was frankly making love
to her now and she had somewhat fallen
under his influence* ••••••••••
• • • t
”’We (his wife and he) were running
about the house naked as I am doing now.
.•••••I went across a room to what I
thought was my bed. •••••She lay
quite nude on the bed ...It was
really our wedding moment, you see?
• • » •
"I have been a father as well as a
lover.. I have been one father who
has not been afraid to realize the love-
liness of his daughter’s flesh and to
fill my senses with the fragrance of it.’
• • • •
"Now she was quite alone. Her father
had gone away with a strange woman and
her mother had killed herself.”
This very lengthy quotation from Many Marriages
should convince the reader of my contention regard-
ing the naturalistic morality of Sherwood Anderson.
Anderson is utterly ruthless and arrogantly
selfish. He rejoices that John Webster should save
himself even though he kills his wife, ruins his
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home, and fills the mind of his immature daughter
with dangerous knowledge. If this is not immoral-
ity, there is no such word. The fact is supported
by the rigid censorship of his work in the public
libraries of almost every city. His books are not
generally available even in this day of unusual
freedom of speech and of the press.
The passages which follow will support the
point with greater and lesser degrees of intensity.
Numerous as they are, it is difficult to limit the
number because his pages are filled with equally
convincing ones.
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The Egg
A book of impressions from American life in tales
and poems is "The Triumph of the Egg". The story
which gives its name to the collection portrays the
ineffectual struggle of man and matter under the aspect
of the cycle of the egg to the egg. A man and his wife
try to wrest a living out of a chicken farm. They fail
in this effort and move to town to start a restaurant
which is also a failure. In a last desperate attempt
to conquer the egg, the man tries to do a trick that
will "establish his reputation as one who knew how to
entertain guests who came into his restaurant." The
egg breaks in his hand, making him appear ridiculous,
and in his anger, he v/ishes to destroy all eggs. Their
child looks at the egg and wonders "Why eggs had to be,
and why from the egg came the hen who again laid the
egg," but cannot solve the futility of things.
The insinuation (which may be grasped more satis-
factorily from a reading of the text) is that of the
absence of all else of importance in life except the
symbol of sexual experience, the egg. It triumphs.
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THE EGG (1)
’’One unversed in such matters can
have no notion of the many and tragic
things that can happen to a chicken. It
is born out of an egg, lives for a few
weeks as a tiny fluffy thing such as you
will see pictured on Easter cards, then
becomes hideously naked, eats quantities
of corn and meal bought by the sweat of
your father’s brow, gets diseases called
pip, cholera, and other names, stands
looking stupid with its eyes at the sun,
becomes sick and dies. A few hens and
now and then a rooster, intended to serve
God’s mysterious ends, struggle through
to maturity. The hens lay eggs out of
which come other chickens and the dread-
ful cycle is thus made complete. It is
all unbelievably complex. Most philosophers
have been raised on chicken farms. One
hopes for so much from a chicken and is
so dreadfully disillusioned. Small
chickens, just setting out on the journey
of life, look so bright and alert and they
are in fact so dreadfully stupid. They
are so much like people they mix up in
one’s judgments of life. If disease does
not kill them they wait until your expect-
ations are thoroughly aroused and then walk
under the wheels of a wagon to go squashed
and dead back to their maker. Vermin in-
fest their youth, and fortunes must be
spent for curative powders
"It was father’s idea that both he
and mother should try to entertain the
( 1 ) The Triumph of the Egg
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people who came to eat at our restau-
rant, .....
n 0n the counter in the restaurant
there was a wire basket kept full with
eggs, and it must have been before his
eyes when the idea of being entertain-
ing was born in his brain. There was
something pre-natal about the way eggs
kept themselves connected with the
development of his ideas. At any rate
an egg ruined his new impulse in life.
Late one night I was awakened by a
roar of anger coming from father's
throat. Both mother and I sat up-
right in our beds. Vi/ith trembling
hands she lighted a lamp that stood on
a table by her head. Downstairs the
front door went shut with a bang and
in a few minutes father tramped up the
stairs. He held an egg in his hand
and his trembled as though he was hav-
ing a chill. There was a half insane
light in his eyes. As he stood glaring
at us I was sure he intended throwing
the egg at either mother or me. Then
he laid it gently on the table beside
the lamp and dropped on his knees be-
side mother's bed. .....
"I awoke at dawn and for a long
time looked at the egg that lay on the
table. I wondered why eggs had to be
and why from the egg. The question
got into my blood. It has stayed
there, I imagine, because I am the son
of my father. At any rate, the problem
remains to be unsolved in my mind. And
that, I conclude, is but another evidenc
of the complete and final triumph of the
egg“”at least as far as my family is
concerned."
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Unbelief in the immorality of the soul can be
an incentive to a desire for immorality. If there
is nothing beyond this world, then physical sen-
sation and propagation are supreme. Anderson
suggests that the cycle of the egg is all there is to
existence. All desire to be moral is contrary to the
animal instinct, but the soul is what differentiates
man from the lower animals. Anderson places man on
the level of the chicken, and it does not require
much stretching of the imagination to understand his
implications
.
To escape boredom, he seeks the pleasures of the
flesh and thereby misses the chief purpose of man,
—
the glorification of God whom he ignores and even
desecrates through his aspersions cast upon the Virgin
and holy men.

Dark Laughter
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Dark Laughter
The novel. Dark Laughter, has little action
because Anderson is so engrossed with the reactions
of the characters toward one another. Aline, the
heroine, married to Fred Grey, a prosperous
business man, longs for the perfect love and a
child, but Fred wants the affection and comfort
of a mother type of love. He cannot accept Venus
but wants the Virgin, Aline engages Bruce Dudley
as a gardener and they become lovers; later, she
tells Fred that she expects to have a child and
that she and Bruce are going away together. The
"dark laughter" is "that of the singing, chuckling,
care-free subchorus of negroes" just off-stage.
"When a negro woman wants to go live with another
man, she does. Negro men and women ’takes up’
with each other."
"To slip out at the back door,
through an alley-way, would be be-
neath her dignity as a woman. It
would be a come-down for the female
sex.
.
.represented by Bernice ... and
she would never lose her sense of
the necessity of dignity. ..in the sex.
• • • •
"Once when she was not angry.
f

when she was soberly in earnest, a
short time after their marriage,
Bernice had said something of that
sort. That was before Bruce had
succeededin breaking down something
in her, her self-respect, perhaps.
Did all men want to break something
down in women • . • make slaves of them?
Bernice said they did and for a
long time he had believed her.
Then they had seemed to get on all
right. Now things had surely gone
to pot.
• t • t
nWhat a floating disconnected
thing Bruce felt himself. He was a
strong man physically. Why had he
never taken hold of life with his
hands? Words... the beginning of
poetry, perhaps. The poetry of seed
hunger. ' I am a seed, floating on a
wind. Why have I not found ground in
which I can take root?’
"'Suppose I had come home some
evening and walking up to Bernice had
struck her a blow. Farmers before
planting seed plowed the ground, rip-
ped out old roots, old weeds. Sup-
pose I had thrown Bernice’s type-
writer through a window. ¥Damn you.
.
•
no more driveling words here. Words
of tender things, leading to poetry...
or lies. Leave craftsmanship to me.
I'm going towards it slowly, care-
fully, humbly. I'm a working-man.
I'll plow you like a field. I’ll
harrow you" •
'
• • • •
"Young men going away to be kill-
ed, thousands of them, hundreds of
thousands. How many women felt as she
did? It was taking something away
from women, the chances of something.
Suppose you are a field and it is
spring. A farmer is coming toward you
with a big bag filled with seed.
Now he has almost reached the field.
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but instead of coming to plant the
seed he stops by the road side and
burns it. Women can't have such
thoughts, not directly. They can't
if they are nice women.
"Better to go in for art, take
painting lessons particularly if you
are rather clever with a brush. If
you can't do that go in for culture...
read the latest books, go to the
theater, go to hear music. When
music is being played. .. certain kinds
of music... But never mind that.
That also is something a nice woman
doesn't talk about or think about.
"There are a lot of things to be
let alone in life.... that's sure.
• ft*
"A woman unaccompanied in Paris
always had to be ready for anno3rances.
Men spoke to her, made suggestive
movements with their hands, their
mouths, followed her along the street.
There was always going on, whenever she
went forth alone, a kind of attack
against herself, as a woman, as a
being with woman's flesh, woman's secret
desires. If something was gained by
the frankness of Continental life
there v/as also much lost.
• • • •
"What she v/as sorry for....
ashamed of.... was that she had put
the young American to a world of
trouble. After she got there and it
was going on, everywhere
,
everything
whirled around. .. .she got dizzy, faint.
"And then desire. . .black, ugly,
hungry desire. . .like a desire to kill
everything that had been lovely in the
world... in herself and others....
everyone
•
"She danced with a man who tore
her dress open. She did not care.
The young American came running and
snatched her away. It happened three

four, five times, things like that.
• • • •
"The pantomimes began at twelve,
Rose said. •• .twenty-nine ways of
love-making. . ..all done in the life
....naked. There was a moment.
At twelve any woman who wanted to
save herself could get out. After
that all barriers down. ’I stuck.’
# • • •
’’After all, most of the women at
the ball in Paris were what? Whores?
....The war for righteousness
to make the world Free. The young
men sick, sick, and sick of it.
Laughing though. .. .dark laughter.
• • # •
”He (Fred) had been drawn to
Aline.... as by instinct .... .He had
stayed when the others got out.
Being in Rose’s apartment that night
was, for all the people who had been
there, a good deal like walking into a
bedroom in which a woman lies naked.
• • • •
"Aline and her husband would go
up a flight of stairs. Always,
7/hen they had got to the top of the
steps, there was a moment when some-
thing was to be decided. 'Shall I
come to you to-night?’ 'No, dear;
I'm a little tired.’ Something
hung fire between the man and the
woman, a wall separated them. It had
always been there. .. .except once,
for an hour, one night in Paris.
Did Fred really want to tear it away?
• • • •
" When Bruce came she had
an inclination to give him delicate
things to eat. She wanted very much
to have him remain well, young-looking
and handsome that she might the better
use him in her night thoughts.
• • • •
"Writers of books who believe in
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love, who make love the background of
their books, are always strangely
silly fellows. They make a mess of
trying to write of it. No intelligent
person wants such love. It may be
good enough for antiquated unmarried
women or something for tired stenog-
raphers to read on the subway or
elevated, going home from the office
in the evening. It is the sort of
thing that has to be kept within the
confines of a cheap book. If you
try bringing it into life....bahl
• • • •
"Marriage is a relic of barbarism.
It is the civilized man who clothes
himself and his women, developes his
decorative sense in the process.
Once men did not even clothe the
bodies of themselves or their women...
Later they learned to clothe not only
the body but all the details of life.
Sewerage came into vogue, ladies of
the early French kings... the Medici
ladies, too...must have smelled
abominably before they learned to
douse themselves with scents.
# • • •
"No man likes the thought of
another man, a white man, rather good
to look upon, alone all day with his
wife in a garden. .. .no one else about
but two negro women. Negro women
have no moral sense. They will do
anything. They like it maybe, don’t
pretend not to like it. That’s what
makes the whites so angry about them
when they think about it.
• • • •
"Flesh is flesh, a tree is a tree,
grass is grass. The flesh of women
is the flesh of trees, of flowers, of
grasses
•
"Bruce in the garden, his fingers
touching the young trees, the young
plants, was touching also Mine’s
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flesh. Her flesh grew warm. There
was a whirling, singing thing within.
• • • •
"The two negro women in the
house watched and waited. Often they
looked at each other and giggled.
The air on the hilltop was filled
with laughter dark laughter.
» • • •
"Soon it would be evening,
the negro women came home, Fred came
home. ..... .One would have to face Fred.
• • • t
"Aline told Bruce of the child,
his child that would be bom after
a few months. In the kitchen of
the house the two negro women looked
at each other and laughed. When a
negro woman wants to go live with
another man she does. Negro men and
women "takes up" with each other.
(Fred thought) "So the child
whose promised coming had so filled
him with pride was not then his child.
It might well be that Aline
was keeping the man Bruce. Women
in Europe did that sort of thing.
They married some man, a hard-working,
respectable citizen like himself, who
wore himself out, became old before
his time, making money for his
woman, buying her fine clothes, a
fine house in which to live, and
then? What did she do? She kept
another man hidden away, a younger,
stronger, handsomer man... a lover."
The reading of these lines from Dark Laughter
bring forth several important points indicative
of the naturalistic morality of Sherwood Anderson.
There is the element of escape from convention and
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the lack of dignity in sex relationships; the
breaking down of "something" in women,...,
making slaves of them; the likening of human
creation to the wholesale planting of fields;
the acceptance of the fact that woman’s only
desires are those of the flesh; the generalization
that black, hungry desire dominates everyone;
the suggestion that free women are whores, and no
condemnation of it; repetition of the situation
of frustration between man and wife with the
intimation that this is an ordinary state of affairs
among the white families of America; the idea that
marriage is a relic of barbarism; the unnecessary
offensive insinuation of bodily uncleanliness;
the classification of the flesh of women with the
"flesh of trees, grass, and flower^’; the adultery
clothed in feeble but persistent attempts at
justification. All these points serve to clinch
the argument against Anderson. He drags virtue
in the mud and dirties all fine and sincere
affections with his cynical aspersions.
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Winesburg, Ohio
The volume entitled "Wine strung, Ohio",
is a character study of small town life. It deals
with the emotions of the people; not normal love,
hut suppressed, misdirected, or frustrated love
entirely. The first story, "Hands", is about
a remarkable berrypicker nick-named "Wing" because
of his nervous, active hands. Once he had been
an inspiring gifted teacher beloved by all.
"A half-witted boy in the school becomes enamoured
of the young master," Ke told some of his un-
speakable imaginings as facts, with the result
that the teacher was run out of town. They
told him, "Keep your hands to yourself", and he
went on alone, finally becoming a day-laborer
in the fields.
Most of the stories center around George
Willard, a young reporter, who dreams of "getting
away from all this", and doing something worth-
while, The stories, "Mother" and "Death", pic-
ture George’s mother who prays for his escape
from a drab monotonous life and saves money in
the wall of her room to provide for his release.
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On her deathbed, she is unable to speak,
and she dies unable to tell her son about the
money, "Adventure” pathetically tells of Alice
Hindman, Yvho, when she was sixteen, had given
herself to Ned Currie, a reporter. He promised
everlasting fidelity, and then went off to Chicago
and forgot aboiit her. She spends years in lonely
waiting but he never returned to her.
In the character of Doctor Parcival,
Anderson shows his irreligious attitude in the
statement by the Doctor, "Everyone in the world
is Christ, and they are all crucified.”
Again, in "The Strength of Cod”, the minister
becomes a peeping Tom, and protests that the nude
woman whom he so deliberately watches day after
day from his window in the church, expresses for
him the truth of God. The explanation given by
him is not explicit. We must draw our own con-
clusions.
I shall not quote from these, but it may be
clearly understood from my sketchy outline of the
subject matter that the themes do not appeal to the
healthy emotions of the reader, and do nothing
constructive for the moral sense.
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I Want to Know Why
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Another story in the collection. The Triumph of the
Egg, is entitled f, I Want to Know Why" . At first glance,
this might seem to have a moral tone, hut the good is
warped by the author’s evident approval of Jerry, and a
leering, cynical chuckle at the boy who was disillusion-
ed. It tells of a boy who loved horses and who, to-
gether with some of his chums, ran away from home to see
the races at Saratoga. They beat their way on freight
trains to the city, find the stables and a friend, a
nigger cook from their home town, who feeds them and
finds them a place to sleep. Through the eyes of this
nice youngster we see the tracks, and the background
that "gets*' him, the "lovely” smell, a mixture of "coffee
and manure and horses and niggers and bacon frying and
pipes being smoked out of doors on a morning." He picks
the winner and to him there wasn’t anything in the world
but the horse, his trainer, Jerry, and himself. In the
evening following his hero, he sees Jerry through the
windows of a house where "bad women stay" kissing a
"tall, rotten looking woman." It spoils the tracks for
him and he persuades the other kids to start for home.
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"I WANT TO KNOW WHY" (1)
"But things are different. At the Tracks, the
air don’t taste as good or smell as good. It’s be-
cause a man like Jerry Tillford, who knows what he
does, could see a horse like Sunstreak run, and kiss
a woman like that the same day. I can’t make it out.
Darn him, what did he want to do like that for? I
keep thinking about it and it spoils looking at horses
and smelling things and hearing the niggers laugh and
everything. Sometimes I’m so mad about it I want to
fight some one. It gives me the fantods . What did
he do it for? I want to know why."
To make this a moral piece, Anderson should show
that the boy did not follow in the foot steps of his
hero. Instead, he is left in a state of bewilderment
after the first shocking glimpse at the dark and evil
side of life, while Anderson mocks adolescent purity
with a derisive sneer.
(1) The Triumph of the Egg
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From the same volume, "Out of Nowhere Into Nothing"
concerns Rosalind., a stenographer in Chicago who falls
in love with her employer, a married man, and decides
to give herself to him* She comes on a visit to her
home in the small town to try to tell her mother about
it. They sit on the porch in the heat talking of can-
ning and the weather instead of the impending crisis in
her own life, and she feels that she has made the
journey for nothing. A chance meeting and talk with
Melville Stoner, an understanding neighbor, gives her
the help she wants, invading her secret life with his
recital of the stupid commonplace doings of her home*
Her mother’s reaction to her confession is an out-cry
against sex and men, a denial of love and life* She
walks away in the night to get the train for Chicago
and takes the chance of happiness. The man she loves,
Walter Sayers, is lonely and estranged from his wife,
who has filled the emptiness of her life with her
passion for gardening. With Rosalind he feels that he
is able to express himself.
This frustration keeps recurring throughout all
the stories and is relieved by indulgence in immorality
its consequence is remorse but no shame.
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Motherhood
A piece entitled Motherhood ^ 1 ‘ shows Anderson
in his favorite mood,— that of the vicarious
enjoyment of sexual experience. The feature which
distinguishes it from most of the others, is the
fulfilment of desire. This is rarely found in the
tales. However, it is essential to note that there
is no spiritual satisfaction or joy manifested as a
result of the act. All that is accomplished seems
to be a momentary response to the physical hunger,
followed by nothing but sorrow and loneliness. The
man fades out of the picture. How forcibly
Anderson's character reveals itself.'
"Belov/ the hill there was swamp in
which cattails grew. The wind rustled
the dry leaves of a walnut tree that
grew on top of the hill.
"She went beyond the tree to where
the grass was long and matted. In the
farmhouse a door bangs and in the road
before the house a dog barked.
"For a long time there was no sound.
Then a wagon came jolting
( 1 ) The Triumph of the Egg
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and bumping over the frozen road. The
little noises ran along the ground to
where she was lying on the grass and
seemed like fingers playing over her
body* A fragrance arose from her* It
took a long time for the wagon to pass.
"Then another sound broke the
stillness* A young man from a neighbor-
ing farm came stealthily across a field
and climbed a fence* He also came to
the hill but for a time did not see her
lying almost at his feet* He looked
toward the house and stood with hands
in pockets, stamping on the frozen
ground like a horse*
"Then he knew she was there.
The aroma of her crept into his con-
sciousness .
"He ran to kneel beside her silent
figure. Everything was different
than it had been when they crept to the
hill on the other evenings. The time
of talking and waiting was over. She
was different. He grew bold and put
his hands on her face, her neck, her
breasts, her hips. There was a strange
new firmness and hardness in her body.
When he kissed her lips she did not
move and for a moment he was afraid.
Then courage came and he went down to
lie with her.
"He had been a farm boy all his
life and had plowed many acres of rich
black land.
"He became sure of himself.
"He plowed her deeply.
"He planted the seeds of a son in
the warm rich quivering soil.
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"She carried the seeds of a son
within herself. On winter evenings she
went along a path at the foot of a
small hill and turned up the hill to a
barn where she milked cows. She was
large and strong. Her legs went swing-
ing along* The son within her went
swinging along.
"He learned the rhythm of little
hills
.
"He learned the rhythm of flat place
"He learned the rhythm of legs
walking*
"He learned the rhythm of firm
strong hands pulling at the teats of
cows. XXX
"There was a field that was barren
and filled with stones. In the spring
when the warm nights came and when she
was big with him she went to the fields.
The heads of little stones stuck out
of the ground like the heads of buried
children. The field, washed with
moonlight, sloped gradually downward
to a murmuring brook. A few sheep
went among the stones nibbling the
sparse grass.
"A thousand children were buried
in the barren field. They struggled
to come out of the ground. They strug-
gled to come to her. The brook ran
over stones and its voice cried out*
For a long time she stayed in the
field, shaken with sorrow.
"She arose from her seat on a
large stone and went to the farmhouse.
The voices of the darkness cried to
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her as she went along a lane and past
a silent barn.
"Within herself only the one
child struggled* When she got into
bed his heels beat upon the walls of
his prison* She lay still and listen-
ed* Only one small voice seemed coming to
her out of the silence of the night
*
M
If a more disillusioning representation of the
divine act of creation could be found than this,
I have yet to read it* The sensuality and physical
gluttony of this piece which Anderson maliciously
and sacreligiously calls Motherhood indicate his
attitude toward the feminine sex. . It brings human
love down to the animal level,-— a state much
lower than naturalistic morality
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"Seeds”, "The Door of the Trap", "Unlighted
Lamps", and "Brothers" contained also in the book
"Triumph of the Egg" are intensely sexual; much more
so than those we have briefly summarized. The hopeless-
ness and bitterness of every situation in Anderson's
stories rob them of an excuse for their very existence.
There is no fullfillment ever; only weakness and flab-
b ine s s
,
and disappo intment
•
In Seeds the small nervous man with the beard says,
".
. • .1 want to be like a dead leaf blown by the
winds over these hills. I have one desire and one
only—to free myself."
When Anderson says he understands the man's thought,
the latter replies, "You are dog that has rolled in
offal, and because you are not quite a dog you do not
like the smell of your own hide."
Then Le Hoy, the yound man, speaks of the young
woman music student, "She needed to be loved. . We all
need to be loved The disease she had is,
you see, universal. ... .1 have seen under the shell
of life and I am afraid I cannot be a lover
I am paying old debts Old
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thoughts and beliefs-seeds planted by dead men-spring
up in my soul and choke me •
"
In Tie Door of the Trap, Hugh Walker becomes
tired of his wife even before their third child is born,
and he falls in love with a student in one of his
classes, -a girl named Mary Cochran. He engaged her as
a nurse girl for his children. He thought, "Her figure
is like a young tree that has not borne fruit."
Later, he kissed her (this was supposed to be the
door of the trap), but she went away, so she didn't be-
come imprisoned by him.
In Unlighted Lamps Mary Cochran was eighteen years
old hungering for love, and the gossips said she would
turn out "Bad, like her mother." Her father, the
village Doctor, had told her that he would soon pass
away. "His illness had struck deeper than he had ad-
mitted even to himself and his mind had an inclination
to float out of his body He grew philosophic.
'It's an odd thing about my body. Here I’ve lived in
it all these years and how little use I’ve had of it.
Now it’s going to die and decay never having been used.
I wonder why it did not get another tenant.’"
The story collapses as usual . .Doctor Cochran dies
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of a heart attack after a maternity case. That is all
there is to it.
"Brothers” is about a foreman in a bicycle factory
in love with one of the girls who works in the office.
Sometimes he walks to the car with her, and thinks
about her all the time, even when he is with his wife.
One night, after returning home from the movies with
his wife, he stabs her in the dark lower half of their
house. He is arrested and condemned to die.
Lest the reader may be misled by the discussion
of so many short stories from one collection, it
should be stated that all of these were not written at
one time; they were published in current magazines
first, and afterwards compiled and published in one
volume. Any book by Sherwood Anderson would serve as
well to exhibit his depraved character.
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Unused
To culminate and climax the assertion that
Sherwood Anderson is a menace to the morale of
our growing American literature, I wish to call
attention to the novelette, "Unused" from the
collection Horses and Men . It typifies the
author's tenacity of purpose in forcing upon his
readers the belief that woman's only excuse for
living is to be used for the sensual enjoyment
of man. The sole remnant of May Edgley's joy
in life was the bedraggled ostrich feather
clutched in her hand as her lifeless body floated
down the river. Her only escape from being used
was suicide*
(1) "UNUSED, n that was one of the
words the Doctor used that day in
speaking of her
"Little May Edgley's body had
been found floating near a river's
mouth half a mile away, and as she
had been dead for several days, as
the doctor had just had a good bite,
and as there was nothing he could do
anyway, it was all nonsence, his being
called. I remembered how he growled
and grumbled.
• • • •
(1) Horses and Mer
^ • • •
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"As for the body-well. May
Edgley had been a small woman with
small firm hands and in one of her
hands, tightly gripped, when they had
found her, was a woman’s hat--a great
broad-brimmed gaudy thing it must have
been, and there had been a huge ostrich
feather sticking out of the top, such
an ostrich feather as you sometimes see
sticking out of the hat of a kind of
big flashy woman at the horse races or at
second-rate summer resorts near cities,
"It stayed in my mind, that
bedraggled ostrich feather, little
May Edgley' s hand had gripped so
determinedly when death came, and as I
stood shivering in the barn I could see
it again, as I had so often seen it
perched on the head of big bold Lil
Edgley, May Edgley’ s sister, as she went,
half-defiantly alv/ays, through the streets
of our town, Bidwell, Ohio.
• • • •
"There were three boys and as many
girls In the Edgley family of Bidwell,
Ohio, and of the girls Lillian and Kate were
known in a dozen towns along the rail-
road that ran between Cleveland and
Toledo. The fame of Lillian, the old-
est, went far. On the streets of the
neighboring towns of Clyde, Norwalk,
Fremont, Tiffin, and even in Toledo
and Cleveland, she was well known.
On summer evenings she went up and down
our main street wearing a huge hat
with a v/hite ostrich feather that
fell down almost to her shoulder.
She, like her sister Kate, who never
succeeded in attaining to a position
of prominence in the town’s life, was
a blonde with cold staring blue eyes.
On almost any Friday evening she might
ha _ e been seen setting forth on some
adventure, from which she did not

return until the following Monday or
Tuesday. It was evident the adventures
were profitable, as the Edgley family
were working folk and it is certain
her brothers did not purchase for her
the endless number of new dresses in
which she arrayed herself.
• • • •
"The entire Edgley family bore
a shaky reputation in Bidwell but with
the exception of May, the youngest of
the girls, they were people who knew
how to take care of themselves.
"Both Lillian and Kate Edgley had
been slovenly students, v/ho spent
their time ogling boys and the men
teachers but May looked at no one and
as soon as school was dismissed in the
afternoon went home to her mother, a
tall tired-looking woman who seldom
went out of her own house.
• • • •
"At her desk she sat like a little
terrier in the presence of a trap
filled with rats.
• • • •
"It was in the summer of her
seventeenth year that May fell from
her high place in the life of the
town of Bidwell.
• » • •
"A man named Jerome Hadley first
found out about May.
• • • •
"In spite of the unexpectedness
of May’s attitude toward Jerome, a
bachelor and quite legitimate game
for the unmarried women, no one sus-
pected anything serious would happen.
Flirtations were always going on in
the berry fields.
"Jerome and May stayed for two
hours in the wood and then came back
together to the field where the others
were at work. May’s cheeks were pale
and she looked as though she had been
crying. She picked alone as before

and after a few moments of awkward
silence Jerome put on his coat and
went off along a road toward town.
• • • •
"No one saw May in the berry
fields after that, and Jerome Hadley
had something of which to boast.
• • • •
"You couldn’t blame me for taking
thechance when I had it," he said
laughing. He explained in detail
what had occurred in the wood, while
other young men stood about filled
with envy.
t • • t
"It was easy," he said. ’That
May Edgley’s the easiest thing that
ever lived in this town. A fellow
don’t have to ask to get what he
wants. That’s how easy it is.’
# • • •
"Lillian and Kate Edgley were
irritated and angry ’If she was
going to cut loose what made her want
to go on the cheap?’
# • • •
"What words he had said. ’I’d
like to hold you in my arms. I’d
like to have you alone where I could
kiss you. I’d like to be alone with
you in the woods or somewhere.’
• • • «
"The actual experience with the
man in the forest had been quite
brutal an assault had been made
upon her.
• • • •
" trying not to think had
almost upset her reason.
• • • •
"Since that day in the wood May
had been obsessed by the notion that
she was unclean, physically unclean.
• • • •
"There was a very tender delicate
thing within her, many people had wanted
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to kill that was certain. To kill
the delicate thing within was a passion
that obsessed mankind. All men and
women tried to do it.
• • • •
’’She was a she-calf among the buffalo.
• t • •
"What a thing is passion, so terrible,
so strange.
• • • •
"’Hey,’ he shouted, ’is there
any woman in there wants a louse for
a lover I’m only a little louse
but I’m cold. Let me crawl Into your
nest,’ he shouted.
• • • •
"Fear, like a little hungry mouse,
gnawed at May’s soul.
• • • •
"She looked like a rabbit, corner-
ed by dogs,
• • • •
" narrow deep current,
And May Edgley plunged in there,
• • • •
To be worthwhile, the raw material of fiction
should be used to make something understandable,
significant, and coherent out of the tangled web
of human life. Mature emotional judgment discerns
ideal values through facts, weighs the different
facts of life, and forcibly presents conditions
considered more ideal. There is no aspiration
in Anderson’s moral code, to make life better than
it is. This is a deadly state of mind for anyone,
because it is productive of nothing but futility
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and dissatisfaction.
In the following section we present Anderson’s
admission of his crudity in writing, with the
protestation that American life is on the average
a crude and ugly affair. Cries of denial arise
from the great American public. It is not soi
We should stifle the neurotic complainers who try
to spread among us the contagious maladies of
their own frustrated emotions

VI The Net Result of Anderson’s
Naturalistic Morality

VI The Net Result of Anderson's
Naturalistic Morality
Sherwood Anderson's No t eh o ok contains many
enlightening confessionals by the author. One of
these is a discussion in recognition of the fact
that the general public had stormed him with letters
concerning the crudity of his writing. An apology
is an admission of guilt but may be sincere or not
according to the moral standard of the individual
making it. Also, we observe that it is merely an
idle gesture unless it is accompanied by a promise
to attempt to be more broad-minded about the opinions
of others. Mr. Anderson is extremely smug and
narrow. His eternal harping upon the words "puzzled,"
"confusion," and "insanity" becomes unbearably tire-
some .
An Apology for Crudity
"For a long time I have believed that
crudity is an inevitable quality in the
production of a really significant present
day American literature
And if we are a crude and childlike people
how can our literature hop,e to escape the
influence of that fact? Why indeed should
we want it to escape?
To me it seems that as writers we shall
have to throw ourselves with g. eater daring
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into life .
America is a land of objective
writing and thinking. New paths
will have to be made. The subject-
ive impulse is almost unknown to
us ....
"The road is rough. Who, know-
ing our America, and understanding
the life in our towns and cities,
can close his eyes to the fact that
life here is for the most part an
ugly affair?
"But why, I am constantly asked
is crudity and ugliness necessary?
Why cannot a man like Mr. Dreiser
write in the spirit of the early
Americans, why cannot he see fun in
life? What we want is the note of
health. In the work of Mark Twain
there was something wholesome and
sweet? Why cannot the modern man
be also wholesome and sweet? To this
I make answer that to me a man, say
like Mr. Dreiser, is wholesome. . , .
"Your true novelist is a man
gone a little mad with the life of
his time If he be
at all sensitive to the life about him
and that life be cru.de the figure that
emerges will be crude and will crudely
express itself*
"I do not know how far a man may
go on the road of subjective writing.
The matter, I admit, puzzles me.
There is something approaching insanity
in the very idea of sinking yourself
too deeply into modern American in-
dustrial life.
"But it is my contention that there
is no other road We shall
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I am sure, have much crude blundering
American writing before the gift of
beauty and subtlety in prose shall
honestly belong to us."
Out of the disillusioning experiences of his
life, Anderson has emerged baffled and confused. He
seeks escape from frustration in blind alleys. !The
short stories "Caught" (1) and "Broken" (2) show this
clearly. Lacking belief in God, he says that the
gods have been taken from him by the life about him.
Consequently, his whole standard of morality is des-
troyed. 'Without any qualifications or reservations,
he advocates abandoning the intellect and enjoying
the free experience of the emotional life. He says,
"What makes people want to think about life? Why
don’t they leave books and thoughts and schools alone?"
He has no consideration for the salvation of society
as a whole. It must be sacrificed to the interest or
the individual.
In conclusion, we venture to say that Sherwood
Anderson will not live in American literature as a
significant author because of the loose fiber and cor-
rupt emotional abnormalities.
(1) American Mercury , February, 1924, I: 165-76
(2) Century
,
May 1925 I 10; 3-14
(3) Spokesman , T. K. Whipple, P. 134
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found throughout his work. He has not been
the apostle of the new spiritual awakening of
America as a whole, but has produced a shadowy
reflection of a cross-section of distorted sex
perverts. Objective realism is somewhat of sin
excuse for the reproduction in words of immoral
incidents; but the fact that Anderson is so
intensely subjective in his feeling and thinking,
makes him more immoral than any so-called realist
could ever be. It is a different matter if an
author subordinated the intricacies of sex to
life than vice versa.
Anderson’s characters are not dignified
because they are so caricatured. Too much stress
is laid upon their perculiarities
;
it is all
over-done
.
He arouses us as readers continually, but
leaves us unsatisfied. "Such men," says Fattee,
build no foundations. They stir the waters to a
muddiness but do nothing permanent."
Anderson is a frank advocate of free -love with-
out any wholesome lack of restraint. Ilis vision
is clouded by disastrous repressions and lack of
(1) F. L. Pattee, The New American Literature , P, 40
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conviction, although he feels that the sex impulse
is the dominant force in man. I contend that he
is a destructive element in American letters
because he lacks strength and vigor in both form
and content. His sole purpose in life is to
satisfy himself, to realize his longings. Ironically
enough, he defeats himself again and again. It
is a wonder that experience has not taught him to
forget self and to serve others, which is the
secret of all happiness .and contentment.
Softness and sentimentality tears down
vigorous moral fiber. This tendency toward care-
less indulgence and an increasing disregard of
conventions might not be so alarming and arresting
if it were not for what long has been recognized
as the contagion of influence, or the contagion
of example. The spirit of imitation is very
contagious, and the sown seed quickly bears fruit.
Therefore, Anderson need not present his de-
vitalizing and morbid work for publication, if
he cares to be a constructive force. He needs a
regenerative change to purge his sluggish mind.
to clear his distorted vision, and to reveal to
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him the unadulterated, untarnished truth. If he
could bring about these changes, we could uphold
him and respect him, instead of pitying him as a
poor, confused, frustrated man who has allowed his
mind to become rather tawdry. The Victorians may
have been prudes in denying the existence of sex,
but such moderns as Anderson are equally wrong in
denying the existence of anything else. My objec-
tions to Anderson on the ground of immorality are
not based I hope upon prudish ideas but on the
insignificance, futility, and prurience of his
material
..
Part III Deductions
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Deductions
In this thesis I have analyzed a sufficient
body of material from Sherwood Anderson to accomplish
my purpose in classifying his work as an exemplifi-
cation of Romantic Naturalism. To analyze more
extensively would be merely to go on and on aimlessly,
thereby adopting one of Anderson’s own worst traits.
That this author is a Romantic Naturalist has been
deduced in view of the doctrines opposed and related
to Romanticism and Naturalism. Enough has been quoted
to convince the reader of the points under discussion.
Consequently, it seems expedient to enumerate
the evidences of Romantic Naturalism indicated in
this discussion: (1) portrayal of only abnormal people;
the inhibited, the frustrated, the oppressed, the
down- trodden, the degenerate; (2) aimless meandering
in story-telling and inability to culminate success-
fully any writing attempted; (3) liberality of
thou-.ht and expression to the point of wantonness and
license; (4) projection of the author’s personality
into the speech and actions of his characters for the
-
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purpose of relieving and analyzing his own feelings;
(5) responsiveness of his moods to natural scenery;
(6) a spirit of freedom throughout, engendering a
declaration of freedom; (7) the ever-present fact
that Anderson lives a life of sensations rather than
logical thoughts; (8) subjectivity:-- the desire to
speak his innermost thoughts, and then to express
them in language full of passion and aspiration;
(9) spontaneity and eagerness in the expression of
his emotions; (10) use of simple but expressive
diction; (11) active imagination and hyper-sensitive
emotional temperament; (12) distorted idealism;
(13) bewildered mysticism; (14) passion for intro-
spection; (15) and a code of naturalistic morality.

*Part IV Digest
h

IDigest
It has been my endeavor throughout this thesis
to prove by definition and by illustration the
contention that the work of Sherwood Anderson is
Romantic Naturalism, and that the excessively insig-
nif leant subject matter of his material has a devital-
!
izing effect upon American literature as a whole.
I have presented an author who exemplifies the spirit-
ual unrest and actual misery resulting from too much
idle dreaming and too many real or imaginary sex
experiences.
After the statement of my purpose and a sketch
of Sherwood Anderson’s life, I defined, compared,
and contrasted the doctrines of Classicism, Romanticism:
and Realism. In order to do this, I discussed
Classical Classicism and Neo-Classical Classicism;
Naturalistic Romanticism and Idealistic Romanticism;
Objective ' Scientific Realism and Subjective Natural-
istic Realism. From these, I deduced the theory of
Romantic Naturalism and proceeded to illustrate the
characteristics of this doctrine by quoting verbatim

from the works of the author. I have laid emphasis
particularly upon the excesses of Naturalistic
Morality as a menace to modern civilization.
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